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Meet George Jepsen at Trinity
Students Meet With Senator Jepsen for Breakfast on 18th
Sen. George Jepsen talks
RACHEL GRAVEL
CHRIS BAKER
NEWS WRITER
At 7:30 AM Wednesday
morning, about 50 students
packed into the Ritienburg
Lounge to .mend the l'ii-.i Politic ,ii
Science Breakfast RoundiabJe.
To kick off tHe series, state
Senate Majority Leader George
Jepsen (D) addressed the foggy
eyed Trinity students.
Jepsen began with discussing
his family and political back-
ground. Born into humble condi-
tions, he was raised to believe in
JONATHAN CH€SN£Y
with early-rising students
government and the Democratic
Party.
He has always been interested
in politics and started volunteer-
ing on campaigns in his college
years.
Jepsen's opening focused on
111--. . l l ^ . l | i p n l \ . l l '>t vASIUil l
Connecticut Govemoi John
Rowland (R).
Citing numerous examples,
Jepsen attempted to show exces-
sive conservatism and hinted at
corruption on the part of the gov-
ernor.
He focused on Gov.
Rowland's record of vetoing pol-
Break-In at Kappa
House and Ogilby
ABIGAIL THOMAS
SENIOR EDITOR
This past week saw three sig-
nificant incidents concerning
campus safety. The first occurred
some time between midnight and
8:00 AM at 160-162 Allen Place,
which is more familiarly known
as the- Kappa house. The other
two incidents occurred Friday
evening and early Monday morn-
ing at Ogilby.
The residents of the Kappa
house called Campus Safety at
about 8:45 AM on Wednesday
September 18 to report that their
house had been broken into.
Campus Safety and the Hartford
Police Department responded
immediately; they discovered
several signs of an intruder. The
girls reported that the third floor
common room was in disarray
and that, at first glance a laptop,
camera and a wallet containing
$75.00 were missing. Further
investigation discovered that the
screen to a second floor window
was on the floor of the living
room; it is assumed that this is
how the intruder gained entrance.
It is not known when specifi-
cally the robbery occurred; the
residents reported securing the
house around midnight when
most of them retired for the night.
A lew residents reported hearing
noises but assumed that it was fel-
see KAPPA on page 9
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lution clean-up bills, failing to
address the problem of failing
cities in the state, and hiring cor-
rupt politicians.
During the question and
answer session of the morning, a
student asked Jepsen what the
candidate planned to do in the
next four years were he to be
elected.
The first priority on Jepsen's
platform is the revitalization of
cities, remarking that, "when
cities die, they drag whole
regions down with them."
He expressed the need for
tax reform that would take pres-
sure off the middle classes and
would help fund schools more
effectively.
Other items on Jepsen's
agenda are to make campaign
finance reform a reality, reforr
ing education and the promotic i
of a more environmental agent
than the current administration
This environmental focus
aimed specifically at stoppit
urban sprawl, preserving opi
• - I ' - . n 1 ' - . i i ' . ' i - ' U m • t i n . - s i i - i l l i
Irom tlie potential cable* a
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cleaning the state's air.
One student asked if he sup
ported a reformed charter fo
Hartford.
Jepsen agreed to this propos
al, saying the mayor is currently
see JEPSEN on page 9
Trin Town Meeting
to Discuss Alcohol
STEFAN IE LOPEZBOY
NEWS WRITER
The atmosphere fluctuated
between tense inquisition and
relaxed conversation at last
Tuesday's alcohol forum.
Chelsea Greene, a senior who
had attended the symposium
hosted by President Hersch earli-
er this year, began the discussion.
The purpose of this meeting
was not only to flesh out ideas
that would perhaps solve the
binge drinking problem on cam-
pus, but also to dispel the rumors
that were circulating about the
end of the "good old Trinity
Days."
Greene began by relating to
the Student Body present, con-
fessing that she too has "on more
than one occasion drank too
much" and that in essence it is
"part of the learning experience"
of college.
Nevertheless, her four years
here have allowed her to see that
students do "hurt themselves
repeatedly as a result of drink-
ing."
Greene's observation was
backed by daunting statistics col-
lected by TCERT member Ben
Swig C04), which indicated that
there at been a steady increase in
the number of alcohol related
calls to TCERT within the last
two years. This trend culminated
this fall with 17 out of 22 calls
being alcohol related since
see ALCOHOL on page 7
• * * *
ABI MOLDOVER
Students presented opinions on campus alcohol use
President Hersh's Inauguration
Richard Hersh is Invested as the 19th President of Trinity
PAMELA JUDKWITZ
NEWS WRITER
Richard H. Hersh was inau-
gurated as Trinity College's nine-
teenth president on Sunday morn-
ing amidst 1500 faculty, alumni,
dignitaries, parents, and students.
Among the introductory
speakers were former Trinity
trustee William C. Richardson
'62, Trinity College Parents'
Association Co-President
Alexander Lynch, and Student
Government Association
President Eugene Hsu .'04.
Trinity's Secretary of the
Faculty, Prof, Aklen Rand
Gordon, '69, pledged his support
on behaif of the entire faculty,
vowing to "stand shoulder to
shoulder to help...keep the light
of liberal education burning
brightly."
Offering the support of the.
over 22,000 Trinity alumni
around the world was National
Alumni Association President^
Stephen Peters '68.
Representing the city of
Hartford was Mayor and Trinity
Alumnus Eddie A. Perez '96.
Mayor Perez shared his excite-
ment about working together to
make Hartford and Trinity better
places to "live, learn, and play."
"The city and Trinity are true ris-
ing stars together," Perez said,
One of the 95 delegates from
other colleges and universities,
Douglas J. Bennet, President of
Wesleyan University, spoke in
support of Dr. Hersh's inaugura-
tion, sharing his vision of liberal
arts education. "It is already clear
that [President Hersh] brings
strong personal leadership.
His directness and vision
see HERSH on page 9
WWW HARTrORDCOURANT.COM
President Hersh speaks at inauguration on Sunday
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On the road to a solution
As calls to TCERT increase and the rumors start to spread,
the topic of drinking on campus is on the minds of many
Trinity students. The question is not whether there is a prob-
lem; the question is how to handle it. Binge drinking, not
defined through a statistical calculation of the number of
drinks one has consumed, but rather simply through resulting
in lack of control, is undeniably an ever-present weekend
happening. Students claim they drink for lack of anything
eise to do. While they may have a valid argument, the root of
the problem lies in tne attitude of not only Trinity students*
but of Americans as a whole.
The concept of social drinking that is so prominent in
Europe has been lost in the American social scene. Sitting at
an outdoor cafe and having hours worth of conversation over
a couple of glasses of wine or beef is foreign to most
Americans. The outdoor cafe is not a staple of our society.
Social drinking does exist, however.
What students lack is an example set before them: an
increase in student/faculty functions with the presence of
alcohol, where great minds come together and enjoy them-
selves without getting drunk beyond oblivion - where they
can learn that aicohofis supposed to accompany an evening,
not be the purpose of it; dinners involving both under- and
upperclassmen where wine is served. While students may be
looking for something a bit more lively on the weekends,
where they can forget the stresses of their everyday lives,
they can still gain something from a lesson in acceptable
social drinking behavior.
Drinking is not going to be the destruction of a construc-
tive academic environment. It may not even be going top far
to say that alcohol could help foster an academic environ-
ment. However, the abuse of alcohol will destroy what we
have worked so hard to achieve here, and will prohibit us
from attaining even greater successes.
Binge drinking is not going to disappear with TCAC and
OSACC. It is going to disappear with a reassessment of val-
ues and a realization on the part of individuals that drinking
itself is not a social activity, but rather one part of a greater
social activity.
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An Experienced Voice on Alcoholism
To the Editor,
I am an alcoholic. I was born
that way- no one made me drink,
but .I'm a student now and have
drunk my lifetime supply. One in
ten humans are alcoholics (or
cross-addicted to drugs) which
means that there are about 200
alcoholic students on this cam-
pus.
I go to Alcoholics
Anonymous to help stop my
drinking, but I didn't always.
Earlier in my college education, I
was hospitalized for drinking and
drugs more than once, was sent to
an inpatient rehab facility, and
was kicked out of my previous,
college twice because of drugs
and alcohol. Nobody helped me.
My previous college stood by
silently as I drank and drugged
my way into oblivion, hurting
myself and a myriad of others
along the way.
Why am I writing this?
Because Trinity does nothing to
curb students' drinking and then
wonders why everyone is drunk.
Last week's article "A Sober
Discussion of Alcohol" stated
that only thirty-five students and
fifteen faculty members attended
the Alcohol Summit.
Drinking excessively, besides
the problems of hepatitis, cirrho-
sis, high blood pressure, malnu-
trition, dehydration, fatigue, and
headaches, also results in drunk
driving accidents, alcohol poison-
ing, sexual assault and rape.
Thousands die every year because
of alcohol and drugs.
Yet people still binge drink..
And why? They claim 'There's
nothing else to do." Well, they are
right. Once one starts drinking or
drugging excessively, there is
nothing else to do, because that's
all there is left.
Life for so many centers
around getting alcohol, consum-
ing alcohol, drinking games, keg
parties, and late night sessions sit-
ting around a-bong.
Trinity College does not do
enough to provide non-alcoholic
alternatives to drinking. There
aren't enough sober dances, sober
movie nights, outdoors activities,
or night-sky viewing. Even art
openings have wine. We are all
taught that drinking is all a nor-
mal part of human life, consum-
ing a poison to become intoxicat-
•IP II : IL IL "<0>'
ed, socially lubricated.
But what are we really doing?
We are drinking to forget our
problems, our worries, our set-
backs, our issues. The average
college student is a mound of
uncertainties and questions. We
don't know where we fit in. We
love our team, but we spend too
much time with them. We love
our long-term significant other
but can't dream of marrying
them. We have tests, papers,
meetings, life is overwhelming.
So what do we do?
We drink. Finally, a vacation
from our problems. If you get a
bill in the mail and you put it in a
box, it does not get paid.
Similarly, if we get drunk because
there's a big paper coming up and
we want to procrastinate, when
we wake up with a hangover, the
paper is still there.
What do I suggest? Look at
the root of the problem.
Excessive drinking is not the
problem, it's the symptom. What
is really bothering the students?
Why does no one want to get
involved in campus organizations
and activities? Why the apathy?
Why are the students unhappy?
Until the administration can
have an open dialogue with the
students about why they want to
get out of themselves, the stu-
dents will still want to drink If
you want to kill a tree, you can do
it two ways. One, you can snap
off every leaf- you can ban alco-
hol, punish kids that drink, and
make everyone miserable. Or,
you can cut down the trunk- find
out -why they drink, and address
h pUfc i > ) ( H w
Being an alcoholic, I just
sympathize With the 200 or so
students here who will graduate
from here and instead of leading
lives of success, will suffer car
wrecks, arrests, public humilia-
tion, and health problems. They
all can be saved, but they need to
know that there are other things to
do than get inebriated.
Fellow students, be happy
with yourselves. You are bright,
athletic, beautiful, strong, loving,
and ready to tackle the world. You
can do anything you want if you
put your mind to it, but trust me,
you can do nothing if you drink.
Signed,
Anonymous
After parents fled Hartford back to posher sections of New
England and New York this weekend, the beer rolled in from its
brief hiatus along with Pillow Talk's sarcasm. However, much to
Pillow Talk's dismay, censorship prevents Pillow Talk from having
a "Fun with President Hersh's First Name" section. No fair.
Football; Trinity Bantams vs.
Colby White Mules
The Cocks overpowered the
i Asses... good job boys. Trinity
knows how to score.
Miss America 2002 Luckily, that final quiz made
sure that the winner, Miss
Illinois, was a real deep dish.
Yeah, PT is low on material.
Four articles on drinking in
Opinions
PT in no way encourages
excessive underage drinking...
we just want you to think
about beer ALL THE TIME.
Chartwells protest during
Family Weekend
PT, like the average liberal,
union-loving Trinity student,
A i thinks Chartwells is the devil,
but "Beep beep, Chartwells is
cheap" just doesn't harmo-
nize with the Trinitones.
Besides, they woke PT up.
President Hersh's inaugura-
tion
It was nice to see so many
members of the Trinity com-
munity come out to see Dick
inaugurated. PT only wonders
where all the students were.
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Alternatives for
Alcohol Necessary
Students Seek Different Venues for Fun
ISAAC GOLDSTEIN
OPINIONS WRITER-
Trinity is making a push to
become a socially diverse and
responsible institution, rather
than just one Trinity stereotype.
Will Trinity's social scene reflect
a diverse and motivated student
body, or will we remain stagnant-
ly and restrictively homogenous?
Requests for a conversation
about alcohol at Trinity College
have met uncannily fierce opposi-
tion from the reining kings and
queens of Trinity's social scene.
At the general community
discussion in Hamlin Hall,
Tuesday, September 17, a student
and sorority member passionately
defended the safety and inclusive-
ness of the Greek life of which
she is a member. Following her
defense, she turned to face
President Hersh and said, "Do
you want to cause the deaths of
students driving drunk back from
bars because they can't party on
campus?"
To some degree, she is right.
The number of dangerous drink-
ing incidents over the past few
weeks has shocked the Trinity
community into action.
Continued conversation will yield
an answer that the community can
agree upon -. but until then, blam-
ing an individual administrator
gets us nowhere.
helped maintain that monopoly.
Strong fraternities keep the kegs
flowing by collecting from
wealthy alumni. Fraternities do
not deserve the power to be the
sole arbitrators of Trinity's social
scene - and change is coming.
Overall, 1 think we will see
very small changes in actual alco-
hol policy from this administra-
tion. Student objection is too
strong to make the case other-
wise. The lively reaction from the
frats, however, warrants a deeper
investigation.
Frats have much more at
stake than an average Joe when
throwing parties where alcohol
becomes an issue. Without the
ability to serve cups full of beer
each weekend, how will they
keep the crowds coming? Maybe
their overall power on campus
will diminish, and alternative
modes of socializing will take
over.
Defenders of the status quo
always assume the walls of Jerico
are going to come a-tumblin' the
moment when change is predict-
ed on the horizon. The same sort
of reaction is coming from the
frats; this power struggle is
between the new Trinity and the
old.
Who represents the new?
Fraternity and sorority's weekend
events bore a large portion of the
campus and that percentage is ris-
We... are all responsible for the binge
drinking on weekends
We, as the Trinity communi-
ty, are all responsible for the
binge drinking on weekends. The
administration has not presented
adequate social options for fresh-
men; instead they feel the need lo
drink. Students drink too fast and
we don't monitor each other well
enough. Students have cultivated
a social scene that condones
binge drinking.
The vigor of .the response
from Greek organizations still
surprises me. Endless editorials in
the Tripod, messages on the Jolt
and ruthless verbal attacks on the
administration defend the right
for the Greek organizations to "do
what they want." Alarmist rumors
benefit the frat stance. All social
circles have heard of Hersh's
alleged anti-frat rantings. The
gossip never stops, I can hear
next weeks' rumors already -
B&G will be putting up tele-
screens in our rooms and massive
murals of President Hersh will
hang from the Chapel.
The fact has been, and contin-
ues to be, that the administration
has refrained from a hint of a dry
campus. The administration as
well as students agree that drying
up the campus is not a solution to
our alcoholism.
The livelihood of Greek
organizations is not at stake - they
will never leave this campus. The
real conflict is over control of the
social scene.
Frats have had a monopoly on
weekends for decades. Initially,
delinquent kids of the bourgeoisie
came to learn just enough to not
squander their parent's fortune.
Those students, who made up a
much more homogenous student
body, started the frats for a social
life in a failing city.
Reduced enforcement of
drinking laws and campus poli-
cies and our surrounding area has
ing. Trinity continues to receive a
stronger applicant pool every
year, and has the privilege of
choosing a much more diverse
student body.
Students frustrated with
social options have joined and
started clubs to find like-minded
people.
Though the surface of the
social scene here depresses a
large number of us, new alterna-
tives to the mainstream appear
every semester.
I have been finding more and
more people that do not want to
go to a frat; people who want to
drink, but not at an intimidating
party. Trinity, as an institution, is
moving in a different direction -
and the supporters of the status
quo are unhappy.
The questions and conversa-
tions concerning alcohol are a
marker of that social change.
Thankfully, conversations about
alcohol challenge the fraternity
and sorority monopoly on
Trinity's social scene.
Is it really healthy to binge
three nights a weekend? Why not
go to the surrounding area for a
cultural excursion? (Check some
out at www.ctnow.com.)
For those of us on the edge,
don't let the frats tell you that
they are the only social scene
around. Use your Upass to get off
campus - it's free!
As for the final decision
about alcohol and fraternities, a
democratic process complete
with lively debate will produce
the best answer for the college.
But for now, I hope that students
will be able to party responsibly,
and find ways to safely get off
campus.
Soon enough, we will have a
more diverse social scene with
options for everyone - it's on the
way.
Campers at Trinity: Work
Hard and Play Even Harder
Revelry Should Be an Important Aspect of Higher Education
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS WRITER
Ever since Richard Hersh was
announced as Trinity's president
rumors have been flying among
the student body that the adminis-
tration plans to eradicate the frats,
a move that would apparently be
consistent with Hersh's past poli-
cy on fraternities at other schools
(though 1 know nothing about
this, except for what 1 just said).
The unfortunate incident last
semester involving AD is evi-
dence of this. Further evidence is
a rumor that the school has
offered to re-recognize Pike, put-
ting the frat back under its juris-
diction.
Fraternities — the life source
of the partying scene at Trinity,
arguably the only entertainment
within safe walking distance —
are potentially headed for extinc-
tion here at Trinity. So what is the
future of party life on our fair
campus?
As someone who does not
drink or consistently partake in
the party life, I won't deny that
there is a part of me that wouldn't
be sad to see them go. In fact,
given the tiresome nature of
drunkards stumbling and scream-
ing across campus in the wee
hours of the morning, I might
suggest that they are a negative
force on our college experiences.
I mean, how could I not love
hearing jocks scream at the top of
their lungs outside my window at
3:00 in the morning, or enjoy
paying fines for damage-to com-
mon areas and false fire alarms?
Perhaps I'm just uptight.
In addition, there is the very
real factor that this partying is not
doing a whole lot to boost
Trinity's academic standing. In
fact, as a mentor I have been
privy to Trinity-specific data doc-
umenting that those students who
party the most and those who
achieve high academic standing
are not the same individuals. And
while some people (often mem-
bers of the Trinity partying com-
munity) are swift to argue with
said data, the truth is there is a
studied inverse relationship
between partying and academics.
That being said, however, I
feel there is something that the
administration should consider
before eradicating our fraternities
from the face of Hartford. This
achieving some abstract, higher
sense of purpose. Instead, I think
life is simply about enjoyment,
since — let's face it —• it's all
we've got.
This is far from advocating
squandering Mommy and
Daddy's paychecks. But we have
the rest of our lives to shoulder
the burdens of the world (and to
realize that all our shouldering
will amount to naught). We
if a liberal arts education really is about
being well-rounded then... we need people
who can help us have fun
statement is so bold, so unprece-
dented, that it could very well
change the course of history
itself.
It is this: despite all the hassle
and trouble, despite the fines and
stirrings at 3:00 AM and the pos-
sibility that my Trinity degree
will be "worth" less, and even
despite the fact that I don't par-
take in it, I like the party life.
I don't like it all the time
(especially not at 3:00 AM or dur-
ing a false fire alarm), and I won't
deny that there are many times
when it pisses me off. But back
all those years ago when I was
considering which "selective col-
lege" I would call my own, one of
the reasons I picked Trinity was
because of its social scene.
More specifically, when read-
ing the Fiske Guide's description
af the Tropical-'parties, / realized
that at Trinity students made a
serious effort to have a good time
(as oxymoronic as that may
sound). In other words, they did-
n't take themselves too seriously.
There's a lot to be said for
that, at least in my opinion. I dis-
agree with people who think col-
lege life should be about activism
and changing the world; 1 don't
believe life in general is about
should spend now enjoying the
last few years of life without
responsibilities.
It's the partiers, then, that
make Trinity a fun place to be and
keep it from becoming an envi-
ronment of hapless Ivy League
overachievers who don't bother
to ask themselves why they're
doing what they're doing. It's
somewhat shallow to think that
just because partiers aren't all
winning Dean's awards that
they're not enriching campus life.
If a liberal arts education really is
about being well-rounded, then
just like we need nerds and
artists, we need people who can
help us have fun.
While I was somewhat disap-
pointed (though not surprised) by
our ranking in the US News and
World Report last week, there is
' nonetheless something impres-
sive in the fact that Trinity can be
both one of the 25 elite liberal arts
colleges and a Top 10 party
school.
We don't need beer to have a
good time. But frats are more
- than beer-houses. If we get rid of
them, then with the bad of false
fire alarms we lose all the fun and
light-heartedness that is the good
they bring to college life.
"But I don't have anyone else to play with."
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Why a War with
Iraq is Unjustified
U.S. Must Think Before Igniting War
-SEAN HQJNACKI
OPINIONS WRITER
Lately, the rhetoric coming
out of Washington all seems to be
pointing toward a coming inva-
sion of Iraq. The Pentagon has
been doing careful public rela-
tions work to prime the public for
this war, and discussion of it went
on all summer. CNN and other
news outlets have reported on it
like government agencies, gener-
ally being astoundingly uncriti-
cal. Nevertheless, there are many
opportunities to critique this rush
to war.
One of the key illusions (that
was only reinforced by America's
last target in the War on Terror) is
that military action is a speedy
and effectual means of eliminat-
ing terror in any given region.
Terrorism is a problem as amor-
phous as drugs. While many evils
may stem from terrorism, it is
something that by its nature acts
.unlawfully and has become very
supposed large caches of
weapons for mass destruction
(WMD). While these things have
certainly been hinted at over and
over by hawks in Washington,
there simply is no concrete evi-
dence to support them.
Iraqi infrastructure was
absolutely devastated by Bush I's
war, and Hussein has been unable
to adequately rebuild Ihe country
due to harsh economic sanctions
pushed for in the UN by the U.S.
and Britain.
It is unlikely that Saddam has
been constructing an extensive
arsenal to wage war while
Baghdad suffers regular black-
outs.
Finally, there is the sheer
illogic of the war. U.S. allies in
NATO, aside from his little
British terrier Tony Blair, have
left Bush flapping his lips in the
wind, balking at forming a con-
sensus on this speciously justified
war.
Similarly, U.S. allies in the
Bush and the other cowboys might be
fighting this one alone.
good at it.
This is the so-called "whack-
a-mole" paradigm in which
stamping it down in one place just
forces it to spring up in another.
The model of the "sleeper cell"
allows this survival technique to
persevere.
Furthermore, terrorism is the :
product of years of dispossession
felt by a large number of people.
War cannot be the cure for this
problem. If anything, war will kill
few and anger many, inevitably
inspiring more terrorism.
Another familiar phrase that
Washington touts is "You're
either with us or against us."
Anyone who has taken Critical
Thinking with Professor Dan
Lloyd or The Art of Argument
with Professor Beverly Wall
knows that this is a false dichoto-
my. Certainly I am against terror-
ism, but I am also against war as
a means to stamp it out.
Attorney General John
Ashcroft was widely quoted by
media sources on December 6 of
last year as saying, "To those who
scare peace loving people with
phantoms of lost liberty, my mes-
sage is this: your tactics only aid
terrorists, for they erode our
national unity and diminish our
resolve."
This assertion seemed to be
directed at writers exactly like
myself, questioning the decisions
coming out of Washington. Last
time I checked however, the First
Amendment existed for a reason.
If no one questions the govern-
ment, then it has no need to justi-
fy its actions.. In fact, , the
allowance for dissenting views is
one of the cornerstones of democ-
racy.
There is also the highly dan-
gerous idea that.it is better to
bomb the terrorists than to do
nothing. As asserted earlier,
unjustified and brutally indis-
criminate bombings probably fos-
ter much more terrorism than they
destroy.
Also, especially in the case of
Iraq, there does not seem to, be
much of a justification for the fact
that action must be taken against
Saddam Hussein's regime. There
is no definitive evidence linking
Hussein to al-Qaeda, and no firm
proof that Iraq is in possession of
Middle East save Israel have
given Bush no support whatsoev-
er. Saudi Arabia and Egypt, the
two primary American diplomatic
allies, recognize what a volatile
situation is now coming down the
pipe and are by no means willing
to stand with the Americans.
This war in fact poses a great
danger for destabilizing the entire
Middle East region. Given Ihe
event of the past year in Israel and
the occupied territories, a war in
Iraq with no regional support
from the Arab countries could
ignite a powder keg. Even top
Republicans and prominent
politicians past and present have
been cautioning Bush in the last
few weeks.
There have even been those
close to the Bush administration
saying that Secretary of State and
former Colin Powell has been
cautioning Bush about the
impending military action.
Perhaps this is because actu-
ally waging the war would be dif-
ficult. Iraq still has a group of
elite fighting forces that were
used sparingly in the first war.
Also, this war would not be
fought on open desert giving the
advantage to U.S. military superi-
ority.
With the U.S. on the offen-
sive, American soldiers would
have to engage in more urban
warfare, This would require
numerous ground troops and
cause many civilian casualties.
Not to mention the fact that
the domestic anti-Hussein forces
do not hold nearly the same
power that the Northern Alliance
did in Afghanistan. Thus, it
appears that the U.S. is facing this
war largely alone," and many fac-
tors are not in its favor.
• Perhaps the Bush administra-
tion is incapable of diplomacy, an
important part of politics in the
past. Non-violent diplomatic
alternatives do exist, not that any
of these would ever be enter-
tained by Bush. He does not even
seem interested in respecting
international law.
We have entered an age. of
choices between war or terrorism
and many of our allies refusing to
choose. It appears that Bush and
the other cowboys may be fight-
ing this one alone.
Drinking to Get
Drunk Acceptable
Responsible Drunks are the Solution
MATT KOZLOWSKI
OPINIONS WRITER
I attended the alcohol discus-
sion at Hamlin Hall on Tuesday
September 17, and I walked away
feeling unsatisfied. I did not stay
for the entire discussion, but I
stayed long enough to get a gen-
eral feeling of how different peo-
ple felt about the issue of alcohol.
Five or six student panelists
I want to firmly say that there
is nothing wrong with drinking to
get drunk. In fact, drinking is the
only way to get drunk. So I revise
my statement: there is nothing
wrong with getting drunk. Some
students wondered in mock
incredulousness why anyone
would want to drink to a point of
total intoxication.
Let me address that first.
We need to separate the physical act of
getting drunk from the harmful effects
that can follow from it
shared their opinions, then the
floor was opened to any student
who wished to approach the
microphone and speak. I will not
attempt to summarize all the
views expressed, nor do I want to
make a generalization about all of
what was said.
I do, however, want to point
out something that was generally
condemned: the idea of drinking
to get drunk or "binge drinking".
(I hate this phrase because I can
never get the sound of nai've
baby-boomers like John Stossel
reporting on "the shocking trend
springing up on college and high
school campuses across the
nation. Does your teen 'binge
drink'? Stay tuned..." But I
digress...)
Students at the meeting were
quick to accept that people will
drink. Some students announced
this casually; others seemed to
view it ;i.s a major concession. In
either case, most followed the
statement by saying that drinking
should be done in moderation and
never as a blatant attempt to get
drunk. Maybe they were treading
carefully because President Hersh
was in the audience, but when did
these students join the temper-
ance society?
Being drunk, for many people, is
flat out enjoyable. For them the
feeling of the hands and face
going warm and slightly numb is
wonderful. The inability to walk
straight makes a trip from the
couch to the bathroom a mini-
adventure. Blabbing an incoher-
ent joke to the nearest person and
laughing hysterically as they blab
one back is a good time. Smiling
for no reason, forgetting what
time it is, dancing without giving
a damn who's watching, I could
go on.
Many people enjoy these
experiences. I'm not saying that
drinking is the only way to have
fun; I'm explaining how drinking
is, in fact, fun. People have been
getting drunk for thousands of
years. Anheuser-Busch is a
multi-billion dollar company.
The truth is; many people like
getting wasted, faced, lit up,
messed up, trashed, smashed, and
ripped. And there is nothing
wrong with that.
The act of getting intoxicated
in and of itself hurts nobody.
Besides1 some extra stress on the
liver and the possibility of trip-
ping over a curb, there is no harm
in getting.drunk, I know, I know
see EXCESSIVE on page 5
Catering
for Cash
Rich Aid Diversity
LlLIA VAZOVA
OPINIONS WRITER
I initially had planned on
focusing my article on the idea
that events such as "family week-
end".are merely a form of propa-
ganda and are used as means of
wringing more money out of par-
ents.
After skillfully revealing the
cruel intentions of the college, I
was of course going to criticize
them from the position of a per-
son with immaculate morality.
I had written about one third
of my tirade when I realized how
hypocritical I was being. After all,
my parents do not pay for me to
If I was that
immaculately
moral...
study here, but rather other peo-
ple's parents do. And they do it
because the school wrings out the
money from them on such occa-
sions.
If I was that immaculately
moral, I would have declined my
financial aid - because this
money is obtained by means 1 do
not approve of.
So obviously I had to take a
totally different approach on the
whole issue, since I turned out to
be more involved in it than I ini-
tially thought (actually, probably
"entangled" is a better word
choice), \"
I suppose the school itself is
not thai excited about having to
kiss up to wealthy families in
order to receive money from
them.
I, however, suppose that it is
excited about developing diversi-
ty on campus, and, whether .we
like it or not, the two are
inevitably linked together.
see POSITIVE on page 5
tound and round the mulberry bush,
:he monkey chased the weasel... Cot$ THE WASH
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Multicultural Affairs Are Both Undervalued
and Underfunded by Trinity College Community
Support from all Corners of Campus Required for Multiculturalism to Flourish and Enrich All Bantams
AMY SHIN
OPINIONS WRITER
"How white are you?" A few
minutes of awkward silence fol-
lowed this opening question to a
speech given by one of the first
guest speakers during the first
week. After a few murmurs swept
through the crowd, a student
yelled "White enough to go to
Trinity!"
ences."
A family friend of mine told
me once that, while studying in at
the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, a 49-year old
American student at one of the
Harvard graduate schools asked
him if Singapore was in China.
Granted, the American con-
sciousness points to places like
China as "one of those develop-
ing nations" whose name is
"The core problem... [is] the fact that
the campus feels more culturally monoto-
nous than it is..."
Though that did elicit a laugh
from the audience, that statement
is not too far from the truth. It's
no secret that Trinity is not very
diverse; in fact, it was cited by the
Princeton Review as the ninth
least racially integrated college in
the nation.
Now this consideration begs
the question of what should be
done, if anything, to promote
greater diversity within Trinity.
But the more realistic and imme-
diate concern is awareness of the
multicultural aspects within the
campus.
This is identified by Karl a
Spurlock-Evans, Dean of
Multicultural Affairs, in saying,
"Eighteen percent of the student
body is of a different ethnic back-
ground. The numbers are not
bad, but the core problem does
not lie in numbers, but the fact
thauhe campus feels more cultur-
ally* *' nidrio'&ri'oW ' ftan it
is...There is more diversity than
is expressed because many stu-
dents here mute their differ-
equated to the "Made in..." tags
on Gap clothing as well as just
about everything else in stores (an
unusual exception was a "Made
in Brunei" line of clothing in a
shop, which I found interesting
because it is a sign that the oil-
exporting sultanate is widening
its economic base).
However, this is not to say
that people here are intolerant of
other cultures. Actually, it is to
the contrary; there is little to no
evidence of discrimination on the
part of faculty and students in
everyday life, as is to be expected
from this elite liberal arts institu-
tion.
What I address includes some
of the issues discussed during the
informational session for the
Multicultural Affairs Council
(MAC) this past Tuesday.
MAC is made up of the eight
organizations that petitioned to
join: IMANI, AASA, La Voz
Latina, TCBWO, MOCA, Hillel,
EROS, and CSA, the newest
member. MAC strives to show
that its members are available to
everyone, not only to promote
diversity, but as support groups.
To this end, large steps have
been made towards having the
multicultural houses express
names of cultural significance,
thereby transcending the role of
club houses.
La Voz Latina, for example,
recently changed their house
name to La Eracra, a Latin
American native word meaning
"the house." IMANI comes from
a Swahiii word that means
"faith," which rings as true as the
MAC'S dedication to the Trinity
community. These organizations
have an overlapping membership
base, to unite the organizations
with an indirect voice within the
SGA.
But at the forefront of con-
cern is the issue of college-wide
interest. Haron Atkinson, the for-
mer president and current vice
president of IMANI (the oldest
standing multicultural group and
umbrella organization for
African-American students),
states, "One of the greatest obsta-
cles is that our work seems inher-
ently one-sided. We reach, reach
and reach, but often there is no
response...And after a certain
point, we start to wonder, 'Why
do we even try?' No matter how
explicit the 'All are welcome'
sign is on our fliers, after seeing '
the multicultural group sponsor,
they immediately assume 'That's
not for us."
The point here is not that
organizations are demanding
members of all b^jegrouncjs
(though it is not discouftigedY'bai
to eradicate the inherent lack of
support for activities designed for
the whole campus that are MAC-
sponsored.
This alludes to the most con-
troversial problem that MAC, as
well as all cultural organizations,
grapple with: the problem of
unequal budgeting. Many large
scale activities are difficult to
produce without funding.
Dean Spurlock-Evans notes
that, during the three years she
has worked in her position, there
are considerable more resources
to support the multicultural
organizations, because prior to
the advent of the office, they were
obscure and barely funded.
Yet she adds that a paradoxi-
cal side effect is "the lack of mon-
etary support to the organizations
is often masked by the creation
and maintenance of the
Multicultural Affairs office."
Another point of continuing
And some goals would be a diver-
sification of faculty, as well as
sustaining the diversity through-
out the campus and strengthening
its bonds. Although, given the
possibility of slacking in
resources in the near future, it
may be difficult to make them a
reality.
Yet the last question that
remains is why this elusive goal
of creating an environment that
gives an intellectual pretext of
difference should be attempted.
Atkinson addresses this by
saying, "All we ask is one hour of
every week, for someone to step
out of the box, so to speak,
exploring the opportunities we
present, and be perhaps inspired
by the sameness, the essential ele-
ments that make us all human,
and celebrate the human similari-
...there is little to no evidence of dis-
crimination on the part of the faculty and
students in everyday life...
concern .is the integration of cul-
tural awareness in the curriculum.
The MA Dean was gratified
to see that among these concerns,
every version of the new pro-
posed curricula (there are current-
ly three) pays attention to incor-
porating some aspect of multicul-
turalism that requires students to
come to terms with such related
issues, which does represent
progress.
As Dean Spurlock-Cvans
rernarkir; '"St'tidSfrt Ife the 'engine
behind change, but the faculty
hold the power to start the engine,
to implement those changes."
ties between us."
The fundamental value in this
is to promote something to which
Trinity has historically not been
receptive.
At the end, Dean Spurfock-
Evans adds her uplifting hope in
seeing the freshman class, who
have been possibly the most
receptive to diversity.
We understand the parties
that don't have beer in them don't
necessarily attract as much inter-
est But- the pdfnt is, you don't
need to be "fresh out of the boat"
to be a part of the multicultural
scene.
A Positive Usage
of Solicited Funds
continued from page 4
1 am not excited about the
fact that here my family's month-
ly income is considered severe
poverty and that I am here
because of people's charity. I,
however, am excited about get-
ting a good education and,
whether I like it or not, the two
are inevitably linked together.
And please do not get me
wrong - I do not hate these peo-
ple because they are wealthy and
I am not. '
I simply hate the fact that
these two facts are bound to have
But what is life but a chain of
compromises'? I might as well
start right away with swallowing
my pride and my immaculate
morals and accepting what I am
given, and, moreover, being
grateful for it.
And instead of criticizing the
school for wooing wealthy fami-
lies into giving money to the
school, rather thank it for it; I
wanted to come here, and since 1
managed to achieve it, 1 guess I
probably deserved to.
1 know there are innumerable
amounts of other students that
/ am in a situation out of which there is
no way -1 am bound to benefit from some-
thing I feel negative about.,
some interconnection; 1 hate to be
dependent on somebody.
That does not mean 1 am not
grateful, both to the school and to
the people who are financing it, I
just hate to have to be grateful.
I feel embarrassed - more
embarrassed when I am being
helped than when I need help. I
never know what to say, and usu-
ally I don't say anything, because
everything seems shallow and
superficial.
I am in a situation out of
which there is no way - I am
bound to benefit from something
I feel negative about.
want to come here and also
deserve it.
If the only way for this to
happen is propagate al such
events as Family Weekend, then
let the college do it.
Excessive Drinking is an
Issue of Freedom of Choice
continued from page 4
-WHAT? I'll explain, don't stop
reading.
blance of their room to a gravit-
ron.
Furthermore, many will be
able to honestly say that they
Society rejects the notion of a
moral authority that knows what
is "best" for everyone else. The
temperance society has gone the
...let's stop trying to create responsible drinkers and start creat-
ing responsible drunks. Let's go after what is really hurting our
campus and stop going after the freedom to make personal choices.
Here's the point of the whole
article. We need to separate the
physical act of getting drunk from
the harmful effects that can fol-
low from it.
These effects include vandal-
ism, assault, sexualassault, drunk
driving, and the inability to avoid
alcohol poisoning. We need to
ask, "What is the real problem
here?" The things I just men-
tioned or the physiological
process of alcohol changing the
way a human brain functions?
The answer is clear: the harm
lies in the things people do when
they get drunk, not in drunken-
ness itself. One will argue that
these two are inherently connect-
ed.
Most drinkers will be able to
tell you about times that they
have gotten very drunk, stopped
drinking far before alcohol poi-
soning could occur, didn't break "
anything, didn't hurt anyone,
stumbled home, and peacefully
went to sleep despite the resem-
have never hurt anyone (includ-
ing themselves) or damaged any-
thing as a result of intoxication.
It is possible. Therefore I main-
tain that we must not falsely
equate being drunk with doing
harm, but rather regard them as
separate behaviors.
Following from this, if people
are getting drunk and causing no
harm, then it is unfair to obstruct
their behavior. Humans are in
charge of their own bodies.
way of the dodo. To put it blunt-
ly, if they don't cause harm, you
can't tell people to not get drunk.
We thus need to shift our
focus to a harm reduction,strate-
gy. This means looking at ways
to reduce the harm that drunk
people create. I am the first to
admit that this harm is a major
problem.
We need workshops dis-
cussing aggression, party moni-
tors who will cut partyers off
when they've obviously had too
much, and mandatory lectures on
sexual assault. These are harm
reduction, strategies that focus on
the actual problems.
Drunkenness cannot and
should not be eradicated. Many
people enjoy it, and it can be a
truly harmless activity.
So let's stop trying to create
responsible drinkers and start cre-
ating responsible drunks. Let's
go after what is really hurting our
campus and stop going after the
freedom to make personal choic-
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Tripod Interviews Trinity's Nineteenth President
President Hersh Talks With Senior Editor Abigail Thomas for a Few Hours about various subjects
ABIGAIL THOMAS
SENIOR EDITOR
Tripod met with President
Richard Hersh on Friday
September 20 to discuss issues of
free speech, community, and cam-
pus life.here at Trinity. His offi-
cial inauguration took place the
following Sunday.
T: Let's begin by talking
about academics, which most
people will admit are the focal
point of the college. The
Curriculum Review Committee is
soon to publish their report; what
do you have to say about the cur-
riculum here at Trinity?
H: Currently we've got a fair-
ly strong, fairly typical curricu-
lum for a school of our caliber. I
don't think that's the issue.
dent oriented that it became fear-
ful of its own authority. That
doesn't mean I believe we have to
go back to the old-fashioned in
loco parentis. But students are at
a college where there are experts,
and those experts have every right
to assume some responsibility for
determining curricular require-
ments. There are some things you
ought to learn, and maybe there
are even things you ought to learn
in sequence; there are prerequi-
sites and there are requirements
that we think an educated person
ought to meet.
That's the conversation that's
happening everywhere, and it is a
healthy one. And it's not only
about what's worth learning, but
also how... what we call a peda-
gogy or teaching style. Acurricu-
The issue of alcohol with most college
students in this nation is not the social use
of alcohol; it's about getting blitzed, get-
ting wasted.
I think higher education lost a
lot in the 1960s when it gave up a
great deal in the name of free-
dom. It gave up many require-
ments as well as becoming so stu-
lum is about what we think peo-
ple should learn and how we
think it should be organized.
Distribution requirements, thesis
requirements, general examina^
WWW.TRINCOU-eDU
Richard Hersh, the nineteenth president of Trinity
tion, whether or not to require
foreign languages, whether or not
we ought to send people overseas:
all these are legitimate, tradition-
al, and substantive curriculum
questions. Even if you have the
answer to all the curriculum ques-
tions, there is still the issue of
engaging students in the class-
room, the pedagogy question.
each other?" The degree to which
alcohol inhibits or uninhibits peo-
ple in their behavior becomes
grist for the curriculum, grist for
the conversation.
That being said, I don't think
we need a course about alcohol
specifically. I don't know how to
formalize it, but I think we ought
to be able to talk about alcohol
/ do not think we can be a real commu-
nity by simply ignoring student life after
they leave class.
More than simply curriculum
review, I think it is important to
review how we teach and how we
evaluate our teaching. This could
mean more assessments through-
out a class or listening more care-
fully to student feedback.
We also have to broaden our
definition of curriculum, to what I
call the "living curriculum." This
means that anything that happens
on this campus that has an impact
on students becoming wise and
mature leaders is significant. The
alcohol question is one of those
issues; it has potential to be a
community-building, education-
al, legal and ethical issue.
T: Since you brought it up,
let's talk about the issue of alco-
hol for a moment.
H: Alcohol is a reality. We
can wish,that it was not, but other
drugs are a reality also. Racism is
a reality; homophobia is a reality.
And you know that we're trying
to deal with all those issues.
Alcohol may not be as insidious
as some of these other issues, but
it is a very public issue. We're
putting all the attention on alco-
hol now not only because of all
the rumors swirling, but because
it is a problem... a community
problem.
T: Alcohol is part of the
social fabric of our lives. You
spoke a moment ago of the "liv-
ing curriculum." Do you think
the college has.a responsibility to
include alcohol in that?
H: I think we do have a
responsibility, in some sense.
First we must decide what we
mean by responsible behavior of
any kind. And 1 think the use and
abuse of alcohol is part of the
question "what do we expect of
and related issues. We need to
ask how alcohol is dealt with
properly in a society where we all
its use. Most students are very
familiar with seeing alcohol used
in a social setting at home, and
generally it is used in ways that
are really quite reasonable. How
do we replicate that on campus,
prepare people for that kind of
social interaction?
These queries can be part of
the curriculum. The question
should be how do we raise them
up to a level of conversation that
we consider purposeful? How do
we link them to what we think of
as the more formalized curricu-
lum?
T: How would you incorpo-
rate this kind of "hidden curricu-
lum" into students' lives? How
do we make it a part of their
expectations of Trinity College?
H: 1 wonder why we do not
have activities such as social
gatherings with professors either
before or after a play, lecture or
for conversation, not to get drunk.
The issue of alcohol with
most college students in this
nation is not the social use of
alcohol; it's about getting blitzed,
getting wasted. If, in fact, the stu-
dents on this campus indicated a
desire to engage in more behavior
where the appropriate use of alco-
hol - and the legal use of it - is
much more open and reasonable,
we should figure out how to do
that. Let's talk about it to faculty,
students and staff and let's ask
who's going to organize what.
That doesn't sound like a dry
campus to me.
Maybe we simply need to
look at the question from a differ-
ent angle. We could ask, "How
do we increase our students'
sophistication in the way in which
alcohol can be a useful compli-
ment to their lives?" Perhaps stu-
dents could initiate a set of non-
credit activities which you can
sign up for - like a fine dining
course or wine tasting or scotch
tasting - where we might be
engaging in and exposed to these
kinds of social rituals. In fact, I'm
going to announce in a few weeks
that we are going to do an infor-
mal wine tasting course.
T: You talk about students
seriously engaging in and initiat-
ing conversation. How do you
feel about the new Student
Integrity Contract?
H: For 25 years I've been try-
ing to convince students to create
honor codes on campuses. The
research shows that where they
are done, and done well, and stu-
dents take them seriously there
are much fewer problems with
things like cheating. A lot of
The commitment to an honor code
determines its value, and that commitment
must be on the students' part as well as
the faculty and administrators.
other campus event. Perhaps we
even serve alcohol at these
events; those who are of age par-
take, but it's not an expectation
that everyone, especially those
who are not yet 21, will be drink-
ing. It is in this atmosphere that
alcohol fades into the background
of social interaction; the purpose
of the evening is to be together
schools have them, though, and
they don't work at all. So the fact
that one has an honor code does-
n't guarantee success. The com-
mitment to an honor code deter-
mines its value, and that commit-
ment must be onthe students' part
as well as the faculty and admin-
istrators.
see INTERVIEW on page 7
Hot Potato
Wednesday, September 18th, 6:40 PM Campus Safety
responded to a call from Elton. Three neighborhood
youths were standing in the Jones-Elton quad. One was
observed to pass a knife to another. When Campus Safety
officers arrived, they were sitting on the bench, claiming
to be tired and wanting to rest, he also claimed not to
have a knife. Hartford Police Department Sgt. Hightower
searched the youths and found boltcutters. All three were
charged with criminal trespass and possession of burglary
tools.
I've Got Some
Beachfront Property in
Arizona To Sell You...
Thursday, September 19th, 8:19 PM A student reported
that his bike was stolen from MCEC. The thief was
described as a 6 foot tali black male wearing a black
hat and blue shorts. The student had been riding
around MCEC and LSC when the thief asked to show
the student a trick on the bike, the student agreed and
the thief pedalled away. Hartford Police are still look-
ing for the thief and the bike.
It Wasn't Me
Saturday, September 21st, 8:04 PM
Three neighborhood youths were
observed by Campus Safety trying to
steal bikes from Cook B. One youth
was, detained and found to have burgla-
ry tools on his person. He stated he
was not trying to steal the bike.
Hartford Police arrested him for pos-
session of burglary tools. The bike was
not stolen.
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Students Come Together To
Talk About Alcohol at Trinity
continued from page 1
August 30th. President Hersch
said in his address to the forum
that evening that "(t)he problem
is that people are misusing or
abusing alcohol."
The larger question, accord-
ing to President Hersch, is "why
is it that so many people in all
college campuses across the
United States feel the need to lose
their minds to find their voices?"
This question has many pos-
sible answers. Perhaps it is easier
to meet people while inebriated.
Or maybe young people suffer
from self-esteem issues. As
Jessie Stamell ('06) observed, "a
lot of people use drinking as a
way to meet people and express
ideas that they are not confident
in."
Regardless of the reasons
people drink, the overriding
relatively large numbers of peo-
ple.
As such, they have fallen
squarely in the middle of the cur-
rent debate.
Returning students will attest
that fraternity functions are sig-
nificantly fewer than they were
last year, in part due to stricter
enforcement of existing rules by
Campus Safety and the Dean of
pointed out that "instead of pro-
tecting the students by cracking
down, we may be hurting them
more."
For these reasons, the forum
was held to try to find solutions to
the problem of binge drinking and
the perhaps larger problem of a
lack of alternative activities on
campus, which as many speakers
noted is part of the problem.
"instead of protecting the students by
cracking down, we may be hurting them
more." • Liz Bigelow
Students office.
Pernell Reid, a senior and
member of the Hall, said to the
panel that "frats are not the issue
here in terms of binge drinking."
Carding in general was
thought to be one of the solutions
possible, allowing students to still
have social events which allow
drinking while abiding by the
ABI MOLDOVeR
President Hersh participated in the Trinity Town Hall Meeting on Alcohol Tuesday.
theme of the evening was that
many people drink to excess and
as a result the administration, is
trying to create policies to curb
this dangerous activity.
President Hersch realizes that
he cannot enforce the drinking
age law on campus and wants to
find alternatives for binge drink-
ing without making this a dry
campus.
Regarding the- rumors about
fraternities and parties in general,
Elizabeth Chubbuck ('04), point-
ed out that "people have been left
in the dark and they feel threat-
ened."
Fraternities are commonly
viewed to be both an easy source
of alcohol to underage students as
well as a place to socialize with
Later President Hersch recog-
nized this point and indicated that
he had no intention of shutting
down the frats or blaming the
frats for the drinking issue,
despite widespread fears.
According to Leuvis Olivero
('05), the problem is that "we are
supposed to be intelligent adults,
but we don't act like it; we are
supposed to be responsible adults,
but we don't act like it."
A prevailing attitude is then
to get as drunk as possible, as fre-
quently as possible in preparation
for the dearth of partying and
drinking to come. The looming
fear that the old days of Trinity
are ending would seem to propel
the campus to drink more. Liz
Bigelow, a senior Kappa member
laws at the same time.
One freshman suggested
"more transportation into
Hartford for cultural events" and
starting a club for people who
don't like to drink.
Creating more spaces for peo-
ple twenty-one and over to gather
together seemed to be a very pop-
ular idea.
More detailed surveying of
students to see what kind of
events they would enjoy in order
to better meet their needs was
also well met.
While no final answer to
these problems was reached, the
various suggestions were noted
down and taken into account for
future meetings about this over-
whelming issue on campus.
September 26
I Carol Anderson - "Is the U.S. Promoting Inequality by
| Maintaining its Exceptional ism; the U.S. Senate's
§ Attack on the United Nation's Human Rights
=* Machinery"
^3- October 10
C? Jack Geiger - " W h y Do Racial Inequalities Exist?"
O October 22
David D. Cole- "Enemy Aliens, Human Rights, and the
War on Terrorism"
2002 Fall Lecture Series
Workers Contracts
Up For Renewal
CHRIS BAKER
NEWS EDITOR
Those catching an early din-
ner at the Cave on Thursdays
have not been alone lately.
Chartwells employees have been
gathering there to rally for
improvements to their contracts,
which expired on June 30th.
Since July 1st, the Hotels and
Restaurant Workers Union mem-
bers have been operating under an
extended agreement while negoti-
ations are carried out.
which is paid by Trinity's peer
schools.
Area private schools pay at
or above Connecticut's present
living wage, which falls between
$14 and $15 an hour.
Currently, Chartwells'
Trinity employees must work
more hours than other
Chartwells employees to be eli-
gible for insurance coverage.
Once that coverage is
obtained, however, the workers
must pay for it from their own
salary.
"*> «*&
Chartwells workers rally for
This agreement allows both
sides to negotiate in good faith
until a resolution is reached.
Should the negotiations fail,
L ch side agrees to give one
• :ek's notice ol the end of nego-
tiations.
The three main issues the
union is pushing for are higher
wages, better insurance coverage,
and contract expirations.
Current Chartwells employ-
ees are paid around $12 an hour, a
vast improvement over the previ-
ous food service provider,
Sodexho Marriot, who paid $4.75
an hour, the state's minimum
wage at the time.
Sodhexho Marriot's contract
with the school was terminated in
2001.
The current $12 per hour rate
seems reasonable to most college
students, but it is lower than that
JONATHAN CHESNEY
a better union contract.
The final issue the worker's
union is pushing for is to have
Trinity's employee contracts
come up for renewal along with
all other Chartwells employees.
This will give all Chartwells
employees greater collective
strength in bargaining for con-
tracts.
Larry Orr, District Manager
for Chartwells, said this situation
was not uncommon.
Extended agreements are
used while hammering out details
of a contract, and currently both
parties are negotiating in
extremely good faith.
He is not currently concerned
that any of the issues on the table
are deal breakers.
. When asked of the situation
as a whole Orr replied, "(b)oth
parties are hoping to come out of
this with a good settlement."
Interview With New
President of Trinity
continued from page 6
I would argue that the burden
is on the students to take leader-
ship in formulating the rules of
engagement for much of their life
on campus; this includes social
cally is the degree to which we
increase the chance of being a
real community.
T: How are you defining
"real community?" •
H: 1 do not think we can be a
We're going to treat you like adults on
important questions but you have to
engage it like adults.
arenas, such as the Intergreek
council or forums on drug and
alcohol abuse, to the academic.
The more students participate in
these conversations in an active
and honest way, the more they
become involved in the conversa-.
tion.
We're going to treat you like
adults on important questions but
you have to engage it like adults.
The degree to which you show up
both physically and metaphori-
real community by simply ignor-
ing student life after they leave
class. There's too much time and
energy that goes on outside of a
classroom on a campus like this.
In fact, the predominate amount
of time you spend here at Trinity
is not in a classroom, but much of
what we do here is related to aca-
demics. For example, we have
the privilege of being located in
an urban area... we can engage
see HERSH on page 10
s.li*a<-aa;:>*i-i.;.a-_s'i.»!
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Another Family Weekend Goes Off Without a Hitch
MAGGIE DOWNING
NEWS WRITER
From the tradition-steeped
inauguration of the college's
nineteenth president to a
flamethrower on Vernon Street,
Family Weekend at Trinity was
packed with events for every
member of the family to enjoy.
The festivities began Friday,
when parents were invited to
attend classes with their children.
There was also a Student Services
Open House, inviting families to
visit with administrators and dis-
cuss student social, academic,
and residential life. The Dean of
Students Office, Campus Safety,
Students Activities, Residential
Life, Career Services,
International Programs,
Community Service and Civic
Engagement all opened their
doors to parents.
Another opportunity avail-
able this weekend was a tour of
Hartford. "Hartford Dreamers
and Doers: Legacies of a
Victorian City" offered families
the chance to learn a little more
about the history of the city where
we spend nine months of our
lives. Some of the highlights of
the tour include Bushnell Park,
the Wadsworth Atheneum, the
Old State House, Butler-McCook
Homestead, and Temple Beth
Israel/Charter Oak Cultural
Center. The tour focused on
recent campaigns for civic
improvements, and their develop-
ment thus far.
The directors of the Trinity
College Parents Association host-
ed the "Ask A Fellow Parent
Reception" where parents of
upper classmen answered ques-
tions and talked with parents of
the class of 2006.
First-Year parents were also
invited to a lecture led by Frank
Kirkpatrick, Dean of the First-
Year Program, Margaret Lindsey,
Director of the First-Year
Program, and Amy Howard,
Director of Campus Life, titled
"New Beginnings: Trinity's First-
Year Program." This provided
parents with the opportunity to
learn more about Trinity's inno-
vative First-Year program,
including programs such as
Guided Studies, Inter Arts, the
Cities Program, and
Interdisciplinary Science, and the
way the First-Year program helps
students adjust to college life.
The warm summer weather of
Friday evening helped create the
perfect atmosphere for the Vernon
Street Inaugural Festival. A stu-
dent band provided background
music, while a plethora of student
groups supplied tasty treats and
activities such as face painting,
cotton candy, and hot dogs.
The Snapple man was in
attendance and giving away t-
shirts, and caricatures were drawn
for anyone with the patience to
sit. And, of course, the
flamethrower.
A little later that evening a
large crowd gathered on the Cave
Patio to enjoy the melodic sounds
of Trinity's many a cappella
groups: the Accidentals, After
Dark, the Trinitones, the Trinity
Pipes and the Gospel Choir. But
AB1 MOtDOVeR
Students help serve up fun for families at the Vernon Street re-dedication Friday.
music was not the only draw for
the big crowd: the Office of
Residential Life and the Office of
Student Activities and Campus
Centers sponsored an Ice Cream
Social to turn the concert into a
great event, and a great way to
end the first day of Family
Weekend.
Saturday brought more great
weather and even more to do and
see. The morning began with a
showcase of community opportu-
nities for Trinity Students.
Professors Sarah Harrell of
Classics and Robin Sheppard of.
Athletics presented "Searching
for the Spirit of Sport." This lec-
ture discussed the collaboration
of a 20O1 first-year program and
Hartford's Quirk Middle School.
Professor Jane Nadel-Klein, in
"Gardens and Community" spoke
about her 2001 first-year seminar
working with community gardens
in public projects.
Professor of Engineering, J.
Harry Blaise presented his
research of information process-
ing in early life in 'Towards a
Better Understanding of
Memory."
The Trinity College Concert
Choir performed on Saturday,
under the direction of Floyd
Higgins.
This performance was fol-
lowed by "Ask the President"
with new President, Richard
Hersh. This was a chance for par-
ents, family members and stu-
dents to ask President Hersh
questions and discuss issues of
importance to them. The'conver-
se*- PARENTS on page 9
Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PKEDlCT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Wednesday, Sept. 25
City of Ansonia—Ranger I -
Part-time
Thursday, Sept. 26
City of New Britain—After
School Program Coordinator,
Assistant After School Pro-
gram Coordinator
Friday, Sept. 27
Learn—Special Education
Teacher
City of New Britain—
Community Life Skills Pro-
gram Coordinator
Monday, Sept. 30
Jefferson House—Front "Office
Assistant
Hill-Stead Museum—
Communications Coordinator
Connecticut Legal Services-
Information Technology Ad-
ministrator
City of New Britain—Program
Supervisors, Assistant Super-
visors & Group Leaders
U. S. Immigration & Naturali-
zation Service—Immigration
Inspector
Berlitz GlobalNET -
Interpreters
Tuesday, Oct. 1
KirklandSearcH—Research
Associates: Medicinal Chem-
istry
Wednesday, Oct. 2
United Way of Connecticut-
Telephone Caseworker,
HUSKY Infoline Care Coor-
dinator
Thursday, Oct. 3
Penton Audio USA—
Operations Associate
Monday, Oct. .7
MassMutual Financial Group
Financial Services Career
Opportunities, Leadership
Development Program
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for
application information at:
http://trincoll.erecrulting.com
We're available Monday through
Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Walk-In hours are 12:00 to 4:30 PM
Wednesday night walk-Ins from
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often
for latest updates on events,
special programs
and job listings
f • ; • « • . ; • . • « & • / • • • • • • • •
LAW
SCHOOL
FAIR
Meet representatives from law
schools and learn more about
their programs and the
application process.
Thursday
September 26, 2002
12:00 PM> 3:00 PM
at Career Services
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Families Descend on Trinity
Vernon Street Re-Dedicated and President Inaugurated
continued from page 8
sation focused mainly on the
recent "Town Hall Meeting"
about alcohol use on campus, as
these issues are of great impor-
tance to most parents.
And what Family Weekend
would be complete without
sports. The Bantams took on the
Colby Mules in football,
women's and men's soccer and
field hockey, and were successful
in all but the latter.
A Buffet Luncheon was
served on the Quad on Saturday
afternoon. Advisors from the
first-year programs hosted tables,
giving families a chance to speak
with them and learn more about
the programs.
Later in the afternoon the
Learning Corridor was open for
tours. This campus of four public
schools (a Montessori school;
middle school, high school for the
arts, and high school for math and
science) has been called a nation-
al model for school reform and an
architectural gem by the Hartford
Courant.
There was more a cappella
entertainment to be had on the
Quad in the early evening.
Saturday night there was also an
All-Campus Inaugural
Celebration on the Cave Patio.
The main event on Sunday
was the inauguration of Richard
Hersh as !he nineteenth president
of Trinity College. The ceremony
included the faculty in full aca-
demic costume, and the return of
all former Trinity presidents still
living. A Reception and
Luncheon followed the inaugura-
tion on the Quad, bringing the
events of Family Weekend to a
fitting end.
ABI MOLDOVER
Families and students enjoy the weather and the new and improved Vernon Street
One Thousand Plus on Hand
for President's Inauguration
continued from page 1
would strengthen any institution
and any community," Bennet
said.
Dr. Hersh was then presented
for investiture by Margaret-Mary
Voudouris Preston '79, Secretary
of the Board of Trustees and
accepted by Thomas S. Johnson
'62, Former Chairman of the
Board of Trustees.
As the new president, Hersh
was given four customary sym-
. bols: the Mace symbolizing his
executive power, the Key sym-
bolizing the physical properties
of the College, the Book symbol-
izing knowledge, and the Collar,
the visible symbol of the authori-
ty he will wield as president of
Trinity College.
In his inaugural speech,
President Hersh stressed the val-
ues and ideals of a liberal arts
education in the violent and
demoralizing times in which we
live.
He focused on Trinity's need
to instill passion, morality, and
human responsibility in its stu-
dent body.
Reflecting on the views of
poet and former Czech president,
Vaclav Havel, Hersh stated,
"Consciousness, reflection, car-
ing, humility, moral sensibility,
and the fullness of the human
spirit...are the outcomes of what
has historically been meant by
liberal education and to accom-
plish this, America must reclaim
liberal education...and affirm the
character of its liberal arts col-
leges."
Hersh's view of the mission
of Trinity College is "to teach stu-
dents the best of human thought
and feeling and to help develop in
them both a secure sense of their
own voices...and enough humili-
ty to seek out the wisdom of oth-
ers."
Hersh denounced the imper-
sonal "McUniversity approach to
and morality and the need to get
back to caring, judgment, and
action which is pivotal giving the
backdrop of terrorism and the
decline in values."
His speech "offered hope and
depth and a way to sustain
democracy."
From the student perspective,
Trinity senior Shyam Gouri
Suresh stated, "It made sense.
President Hersh spoke on the
"The president appears, through his
speech and his actions, to have a strong
and positive hold on the Trinity communi-
ty. " - Jesse Co
education" emphasizing job train-
ing, technology for its own sake,
and loss of connection between
individual and community.
Ultimately, President Hersh
pledged that Trinity graduates
would "enter the world with fiber,
compass, and grit, with a set of
sustaining values wed to the high-
est competence and standards,
and fired by passions which can
illuminate their own lives and
light up their own times."
President Hersh's speech
ended with a standing ovation
from many hopeful students, par-
ents, colleagues, and faculty
members.
Elaine Zimmerman, director
of the Commission of Children of
the State, believed that the,presi-
dent's speech "focused on civics
importance of liberal arts and
maintaining high moral stan-
dards. Trinity students will not be
factory products of education."
Freshman Jesse Co said, "The
president appears, through his
speech and his actions, to have a
strong and positive hold on the
Trinity community."
Faculty members, too,
emerged from the ceremony
encouraged and hopeful.
Distinguished Vernon K.
Krievle Professor of Chemistry
Henry DePhillips, said,
"President Hersh begins his
tenure with support from his con-
stituents within the institution and
from colleagues in similar posi-
tions elsewhere. We are looking
forward to working with him and
wish him great success."
Kappa's Cat Burglar
continued from page 1
low housemates.
Friday September 20 a stu-
dent returning to Ogilby around
11:15 PM observed that the out-
side gate was ajar. Upon entering
the building, she discovered two
cigarette butts on the bathroom
floor and a third in the toilet.
Further inspection revealed that a
laptop valued at around $3,000
and a Sony Playstation valued at
around $200 were both missing.
She immediately called Campus
Safety.
Both Hartford Police and
Campus Safety are continuing to
investigate this incident as well.
It is not known how the intruder
gained entrance to the building; it
is possible that he scaled the
fence to the nearby window.
Finally Monday September
23, a student living in Ogilby
called Campus Safety at 4:40 AM
to report a noise in the kitchen.
Campus Safety responded imme-
diately and apprehended an
Hispanic male, about 5' 11" wear-
ing a plaid shirt and jeans. He
gave his name as Ricky. Vega,
also known as Ricky Rodriguez;
no known address. He was sim-
ply hanging around behind a door
in the kitchen smoking a ciga-
rette. It is presumed he entered
through the kitchen window.
Campus Safety hand cuffed
the suspect, who attempted to ran
away before he was turned over
to Hartford Police. The police
found latex gloves, a screwdriver,
a cell phone and a glass pipe with
residue on his person. He is
being charged with second degree
burglary, criminal trespass and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
It is not yet known whether or
not he was involved in either of
the two previous incidents.
Investigations are continuing.
One concern of many stu-
dents was the lack of communica-
tion about any of these events.
Dean of Students Mary Thomas
addressed this briefly. She
observed that the Kappa house "is
considered to be off-campus."
She also noted that the suspect in
the second incident at Ogilby was
apprehended, so there was no
need for further concern.
Sharon Herzberger, Vice
President of Student Services,
noted on Monday that "I did ask
Campus Safety to create a QP
about several recent burglaries,
not only to alert people to that but
also to point out the fact that three
times alert students have been
able to thwart robberies because
they were looking out for students
welfare and contacted Campus
Safety, who responded immedi-
ately."
Students did receive this e-
mail about 5:00 PM Monday
afternoon, just under a week after
the incident at Kappa occurred.
The QP did not identify any par-
ticular incident, just informed stu-
dents that there had been success-
ful and attempted robberies, rang-
ing from houses to bicylces, and
that several cars had been vandal-
ized.
The QP was not an attempt to
convey any specific information
to students about: these incidents,
but simply to remind them to
report suspicious activity to
Campus Safety.
JONATHAN CHESNCY
The Kappa house, located at 160-162 Allen Place
Jepsen Breakfast
continued from page I
in a weak position and has no real
accountability, a situation that
would be addressed . by the
reformed charter.
Another student asked how
Jepsen and his running mate
Curry were funding their cam-
paign, since it is expected Gov.
Rowfarid will outspend them by
$4 million.
 :
Jepsen replied that they, "beg
a lot," complaining that the time
they spend asking for funds has
detracted from the time devoted
to talking to the voters about the
issues.
Other questions related to the
cities of Connecticut and Jepsen's
ideas about property taxes in
some way or another.
Jepsen attempted to explain
what his property tax reform
would entail, primarily citing a
restructured system to make taxes
less regressive, especially in
poorer cities like Hartford.
The gubernatorial election
takes place on Tuesday,
November 5th.
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Richard Hersh Sits Down for a Chat With the Tripod
Addresses Free Speech and the Daily Jolt, Gives His Advice to First Year Students and Seniors
continued from page 7
this city in such a way that stu-
dents can relate theory and prac-
tice across a broad spectrum of
studies. If we don't use it it's a
waste.
T: Who has a responsibility
to uphold this community?
H: We all have responsibili-
ty... which is exactly why the
alcohol conversation is in some
senses metaphorical to me. It
says we have community prob-
lems and we all need to work out
a solution. I'm not going to han-
dle them as a president. Instead
Trinity won't be the place we
want it to be; the moment it
becomes an issue of power rather
than a search for truth, we're lost.
There are moments when we,
as an administration legally have
no choice, and we do have a
responsibility to you and to the
institution. That is not the issue.
The question really is "Can
we agree on what adult behavior
is and can we hold you to it?"
That's why the Student Integrity
Contract is important. For me it
represents a student-generated
definition of behavior they
Can you call someone an epithet,
knowing full well that your purpose is to
provoke, harm or encourage abuse?
I'm going to put the questions
back to you, and say I don't have
enough wisdom to work it out by
myself. This is the students'
opportunity to take responsibility.
If you don't take responsibility
for it I'm going to have to do
something Idon't want to do, like
drying the campus out or bringing
policemen in.
Don't force me to do that; I'll
give you my solution. If you
don't like my solution, engage me
in dialogue and let's come up
with something we can all - as a
community - agree on. If you're
telling me you are incapable of
handling this problem, if it comes
down to a power thing, we're
going to win that game. But
believe is acceptable and should
hold each other to. This code of
behavior is clearly outlined in the
Student Integrity Contract.
T: Let's address another con-^
troversial issue — the Daily Jolt
and free speech,..
H: I know there's a debate
about this. To begin, in some
very principled way, we ought to
be secure enough to allow people
to say virtually anything. So if
you want to have a nazi speaker
on campus we ought to be able to
tolerate that. But we ought to
rally around him and make sure
that person is punished, intellec-
tually at least. Have people laugh
at him, engage him, don't rein-
force those ideas. So in that sense,
I'm for the absolute nature of free
speech.
There are limits - you can't
yell fire or pull a fire alarm. Can
you call someone an epithet,
knowing full well that your pur-
pose is to provoke, harm or
encourage abuse? Well in some
sense 1 guess you can. However,
there is legislation about free
speech when the intention is to
encourage violence.
Having said that, as long as
you're not anonymous, as long as
people can trace you back, you
can be held accountable for your
views. Twenty people can show
up at your doorstep, metaphori-
cally, and say you're the person
who said that and can address
their concerns with you through
their own use of free speech. I
don't have a problem with that.
I think the wording that's on
the Daily Jolt now is that people
should not knowingly engage in
hate-mongering or racist com-
ments. We don't think the pur-
pose of the site is for people to
voice those things. In this sense
this is part of our philosophy - we
don't discriminate and we don't
tolerate hate mongering, even
though free speech would argue
that we should.
Beyond that, though, in this
community there are certain
things we would prefer to see
happen, and I think that you could
put a policy on the Daily Jolt that
defines what this community
stands for, what the norm is here.
I don't think that this in any way
inhibits free speech; it says on
moral grounds we should treat
each other as civilly as.
Now someone could ask what
would be the consequences if
someone does violate this -
unknowingly or to be provoca-
tive. If we were to say they were
going to be punished, it would be
an inhibition to or a prohibition of
free speech.
I think what we were intend-
ing on this issue was asking " Is
the Daily Jolt willing and able to
argue for a civil conversation
where the following behaviors are
just not what the Jolt expects?"
And perhaps that the Daily Jolt at
some point might begin to engage
in its own self-censorship.
Is it too much to ask that peo-
ple be as civil as possible; does
that seem reasonable? If the Ian-
Hi For the First Years, I
would say the more time and
more effort you put into your aca-
demic work the more successful
you are. It takes discipline and
good habits to not do the least
amount of work... we all develop
terrible habits, doing papers at the
last minute or trying to figure-out
shortcuts. Take those assign-
ments seriously and take advan-
tage of your professors.
Also, remember that college
is more than Just papers and
classes. Spend a fair amount of
time and effort finding those
things you're passionate about.
Make friends, engage in activities
that challenge you and are enjoy-
able. People who get engaged get
connected to the institution and
get to see the larger picture.
We don't discriminate and we don't tol-
erate hate mongering, even though free
speech would argue that we should.
guage of the policy on the Daily
Jolt seems too constrictive or
vague then maybe we should
make that part of the conversa-
tion. But to have nothing up there
seems to be giving too much free-
dom. Obviously students need
guidance, and why can't we give
guidance? This doesn't imply
punishment, just learning.
T: I can see that we are run-
ning out of time. Just to wrap this
up, do you have any words of
advice for either the First Year
students or the seniors?
Finally, do not be afraid to
ask for help - from anyone.
For seniors, my advice is to
go where your fear takes you.
The only time you really grow is
when you confront that which is
your own fear. This can mean a
variety of things, from accepting
a lower pay rate in a job you feel
passionate about to moving to the
opposite coast. This doesn't
meap do something rash or fool-
ish, but on the same hand, this
isn't the time to compromise the
next 70 mm*. . ^ -., ^ ^
Jobs with
TRAVELERS
Are you thinking about
a careerin
Information Technology?
Find out about full-time positions in the
Information Technology Leadership
Development Program at the
Travelers Information
Session
Tuesday, October 1
At 6:00 PM
In the Career Services
videoconference room
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
GRADUATE
SCHOOL
Are you a Psychology Major?
Thinking about going to Graduate School?
Then OPEN YOUR MIND!
Join members of the
Psychology Department
as they discuss the application process.
Refreshments will be served.
Sponsored by
Career Services and
The Psychology Department
INFORMATION SESSION
TUESDAY
Sept. 24,2002
.4:00—5:30 PM
at CAREER SERVICES
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Concert Choir Serves Up Feast
Delivers Buffet Saturday with Promises of a Second Helping
CRISTINA GUIDO
ARTS WRITER
The Trinity College Concert
Choir impressed both students
and parents with a short yet har-
monious concert which was part
of the Family. Weekend Program.
The performance took place on
Saturday, September 21 from
10:55am until 11:00 am in the
Washington Room of Mather
Hall. The group was directed by
Floyd Higgins '85 and was
accompanied by Christine
Melson.
The concert choir is different
from other Trinity College choirs
in that the students receive credit
for their participation. The group
holds rehearsal every Monday
and Thursday. Last years concert
choir had no male voices to con-
tribute to the group. Before the
start of the showcase on Saturday,
Higgins gladly announced that
there are five men in this year's
group. . . .
When asked about this year's
choir Higgins commented, 'The
Parents Weekend performance is
always a challenge because we
have to roll out a 20-minute pro-
gram with just a few rehearsals.
For expediency, I chose two
works we performed in the
spring, "You are the New Day"
and "Dirait-on", but we had a lot
of new members, so we wound up
learning the two pieces practical-
ly from scratch anyway.
"Four members of the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
joined the group to perform two
movements from "Vivaldi 's
Gloria." One of these was the
soprano duet "Laudamus Te",
which featured Catherine Moms
'04 and Erik'a Lopes '06.
"I was very pleased with
everyone's willingness to work
hard and put this together quickly.
Now we settle in for our
November 24 program which will
feature the Gloria, the Mozart
Regina Coeli, and a set of folk
songs by Bartok.
I hope to supplement our reg-
ular November concert with a
mid-week performance at
Hamlin, and possibly some run-
outs to New York or Boston.
Both John Rose and I were
happy with the high quality of,
this year's freshmen. Right now,
the Concert Choir is overwhelm-
ingly underclassmen.
Personally, I hope the concert
choir will continue to retain these
talented singers as they move
through their college years."
The choir's first selection,
"You Are the New Day," is by
John David and is arranged by
Philip Lawson. It was followed
by a French piece, "Dirait-on",
from "Les Chansons des Roses"
by Morten Lauridsen. Perhaps
one of the most impressive pieces
was "Things That Never Die."
Put to music by Dengler, the
lyrics are that of Charles Dickens'
poem. The group also performed
the piece during President
Richard Hersh's Inauguration
Ceremony on Sunday, the 22nd.
The final song that the choir per-
formed was the first movement
from Antonio Vivaldi's "Gloria."
Complete with solos and comple-
mented by four members of the
Harford Symphony Orchestra, the
piece was the perfect end to the
showcase.
The Trinity Concert Choir's
next performance wilt be at the
Fall Concert on November 24
2002. Among other pieces the
group will be singing the com-
plete Vivaldi movement, which is
approximately 30 minutes long.
Thecomplete Hartford Symphony
Orchestra will be accompanying
the piece. On Sunday, December
8 at 4:00 PM and 7:00 PM the
choir will -be participating in both
the Festival of Lessons and
Carols with the Chapel Singers,
Co-ed Trinity Concert Choir under the direction of Floyd Higgins '85
performs Saturday of family weekend.
ABI MOLDOVCR
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING Sept 25-28
Director Joel Zwick. Screenplay by Nia Vardalos. Cast: Nia Vardalos, John Corbett, Lainie Kazan, Michael
Constantino, Gia Carides.
Nia Vardalos was an actress at Chicago's Second City when she first wrote a play about the joys and tribulations of
being a 30-year-old Greek-American woman who falls in love with an other-than-Greek man. The movie, pro-
duced by Rita Wilson and Tom Hanks (another Greek/Anglo couple), is a warm-hearted comedy about the tug
between family expectations and independence. Vardalos stars as a hostess in the family restaurant, whose fears of
never finding a soulmate disappear when she meets Ian Miller (John Corbett). It really won't matter that much to
her family that he isn't Greek... will it? Lainie Kazan is superb as the mother-in-law to be who is fond of remind-
ing her picky kids "When I was your age, we didn't have food." 95 min.
MOULIN ROUGE SEPT 27-28
(2001) Director: Baz Luhrmann. Screenplay by Luhrmann and Craig Pearce. Cast: Nicole Kidman, Ewan
McGregor, John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent.
We know that fans of Moulin Rouge can't get enough of Baz Luhrmann's absinthe-soaked bohemian rhapsody ? so
we've make it easy to indulge your cinematic obsession. It's fin-de-siecle Paris, and a penniless writer (Ewan
McGregor) conceives a hopeless passion for Satine (Nicole Kidman), the consumptive star of the Moulin Rouge
nightclub. What's amazing is Luhrmann's visionary use of dance, computer-manipulated images, and music: a tour
of pop music from Gilbert & Sullivan to Nirvana... "1 drove everyone nuts during filming because I was too excit-
ed, but I just felt hell, nobody's done this for years and years. Not like this.". - Ewari McGregor. ...And if it wasn't
spectacular enough before, check out our new UltraStar HD® wide screen lenses that make the picture even bigger
and brighter! 135 min. •
ATANARJUAT: THE FAST RUNNER SEPT29-OCT1
Director: Zacharias Kunuk. Screenplay by Paul Apak Angilirq. In Iniikitut with English subtitles. Cast: Natar
Ungalaaq, Pakkak Innukshuk,.Sylvia Ivalu, Peter-Henry Amatsiaq.
Usually when a movie brings an unfamiliar and new world to the screen it is made by outsiders, well meaning or
not. The Fast Runner is extraordinary not only for being the first film shot in Inukitut, the language of the Inuit .
people, but for being made by an Inuitxast and (mostly Inuit) crew. The story is based on 1000-year-old legends
kept alive by the elders, telling of a young man known as Fast Runner and his forbidden love for his brother's
wife; A rare portrayal of a vanishing way of life of a people who have survived within the frozen landscape of the
Arctic Circle. Winner of the Palme d'Or for Best New Film, Cannes Film Festival."...spectacularly beautiful, not to
mention mysterious,'sensual, emotionally intense, and replete with virtuoso throat singing." - J. Hoberman, The
Village Voice. 172 min. ; • ;
A Cappella & Dessert
JACKIE HARVEY
ARTS WRITER
On Friday night, the Trinity a
capella groups performed for the
second time this year, showcasing
their newest members for parents
and students alike. Those that
gathered for the 9:00 PM per-
formance were treated to a variety
of coffees, ice-creams and
desserts prior to the performance.
First up was After Dark, the
first all-male a capella group at
Trinity. These polo-wearing
preppies serenaded the crowd
first with "Now All You Have is.
Gone," followed by a snappy ver-
sion of Elton John's "I Guess
Why They Call It the Blues," ded-
icated to a Mr. and Mrs.
Ferguson, who were celebrating
their 25th anniversary. Their
closing number was an enthusias-
tic and very well-performed ver-
sion of "Video Killed the Radio
Star," which had the audience
laughing from start to finish.
Next up was Trinity's only
all-female a capella group, the
Trinitones. These girls, boasting
five new freshmen members, per-
formed three songs, each a
uniquely altered version of a clas-
sic song. Most memorable with
the improvised "Peppermint
Twist"-turned "Trinitone Blues"
song in which the girls informed
the audience that "Trinity boys
are really bad news."
The following group, the
Accidentals, demanded both the
attention and praise of the audi-
ence. The other Trinity all-male a
capella group, founded in 1993,
though equally talented, was
nothing like After Dark. As these
boys sauntered onto stage, there
was not a button-down shirt nor a
pair of topsiders to be seen,
instead, these improvising, ener-
getic individuals approached a
capella with jeans, sneakers, and
amazing talent. The smallest of
the groups showcased their two
talented new members in each of
their four songs. Most memo-
rable was their final song, found
in the archives of Accidental his-
tory, a song that encapsulated the
spirit of the Accidentals.
Last, but most certainly not
least, to perform was the only co-
ed acapella group in existence at
Trinity. The Trinity Pipes cele-
brates their 65th anniversary and
is composed of six new members
this year. The highlight of the
performance was their version of
Jamiroquai's "Virtual Insanity,"
to say nothing of "You Mean
Everything" and "Only You."
For those that either missed
the first performance of the
acapeila groups over the week-
end, or wanted to experience the
music for a second time, the
groups each performed again at
4:00 PM on Saturday. This per-
formance, though not the same,
received the same rave reviews
from parents. CD's of each group
are available by contacting a
member of the group directly.
Trinitones harmonize on the Cave Patio.
Is It Hot in Here
FIL€ PHOTO
e»e
ELIZABETH WELSCH
ARTS WRITER
...or is it just all these great
movies? Sure, it's autumn, it's
supposed to be cooling down, but
things are heating up at
Cinestudio. If you want to see...
...something completely
different from anything you've
ever seen before: drama, sus-
pense, musical numbers, histo-
ry—and that's just the first half-
hour! Tuesday night's your last
chance to see this Indian epic fol-
lowing the efforts of a group of
villagers working to win a high-
stakes cricket game in 1893,
when India was still a British
colony. If you loved Moulin
Rouge, check out Lagaan: Once
Upon A Time In India,
...a comedy about one
woman making peace with her
family and getting what she
wants check out My Big Fat
Greek Wedding. You think your
parents are hard to get along
with? Toula has a huge family
even quirkier and more demand-
ing than yours, and when she falls
in love with a guy they don't
approve of she has to figure out
how to make everyone happy—
including herself.
...Moulin Rouge (what more
can I say?) Cinestudio has it with
new lenses that make it even big-
ger and brighter than before.
...a groundbreaking film
about Eskimos see Atanarjuat:
The Fast Runner. An Inuit myth
comes to life in the first film ever
not only shot in the Inuit lan-
guage, but made by an Inuit cast
and mostly Inuit crew: I guaran-
tee you've never seen Alaska this
way before.
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Williams in One Hour Photo: Not Your Typical Stalker
Seasoned Comedian Delivers Powerful &. Rare Performance, Breathing Reality Into A Would-Be Cliche
MATTHEW BARISON
ARTS WRITER
I saw the trailer about a
month ago and didn't quite know
what to make of it. A film with
Robin Williams as a lonely one
hour photo guy turned stalker and
perhaps more... what was this
clerk is assisting Mrs. Yorkin and
as he asks for her address, Sy
enters and spits it out from mem-
ory. This is the first indication
that his knowledge of the Yorkin
family is a little over extensive.
Later, back at the Yorkin resi-
dence, the young boy is lying in
bed, and before the mother turns
Robin Williams portrays Sy as someone
with whom we can identify.
reaily all about? My curiosity got
the best of me, and last Thursday
I roped two friends into coming
with me to the Crown to check it
out. To my surprise, the theater
was very quiet, a Crown I had
never seen before.
When we finally made our
way to the furthest theater from
the entrance, a small one, we
found that our oniy company was
a pair of women who exclaimed
they were nervous that they'd be
the oniy ones there. So, needless
to say, watching this movie in a
theater filled with only five peo-
ple was an experience. But I
digress, to the movie.
The premise is quite simple,
as outlined in the trailer (check it
out at apple.com.) Robin
Williams portrays Sy, a quiet one
hour photo guy at an anonymous
Wai-Mart-esque chain. The other
principal characters are the mem-
bers of the Yorkin family, loyal
customers of Sy's for over nine
y e a r s . , •
 : , •* • • . ' • • -
.;._ f The;Yotkins;are portrayed as.
the magazine Family, owning a
beautiful house, dressing in styl-
ish clothing, and driving high end
cars. The young father is the
owner of a design group, the
mother for the most part a house-
wife, and the young son a typical
yet introspective youth., In one of
the first scenes, a different photo
off his light, he says to her that he
feels bad for Sy and thinks that he
is lonely and all alone. Mrs.
Yorkin tries to explain to her son
that they know nothing about Sy,
but is touched by her son's con-
cern.
• Together they "send happy
thoughts" to Sy in hope of cheer-
ing him up. While they concen-
trate on these thoughts, the cam-
era cuts to Sy returning to his
apartment alone, which is stark,
quiet, and sparse, the embodi-
ment of loneliness.
As the movie progresses, we
recieve more and more glimpses
into the lives of both the Yorkin
family and Sy the photo guy. The
more we learn, the more our sus-
picions are confirmed; the
Yorkins are far from perfect and
Sy is much more than an intro-
verted friendly clerk.
Sy's connection, both real
as a man on a mission. Although
his actions are certainly question-
able, and would fall under the cat-
egory of stalker without question,
Robin Williams portrays Sy as
someone with whom we can iden-
tify, and therefore not hate.
The beauty of this movie is
the fact that although Sy's desires
fall outside of the range of social-
ly acceptable relations, he
remains a character driven by
pure and good-hearted motives.
A good hearted-stalker, you say?
Yes.
On a larger scale, Sy relates
to the Yorkins as a benevolent
uncle. Since he has processed
their family photos for over nine
years, he has developed an alter-
nate persona for himself, insert-
ing himself within the structure of
their family on an immensely per-
sonal level. The trouble emerges
as he tries to make his fantasy
reality.
Perhaps most touching are the
scenes of Sy 'outside of the "Sav-
Mart." He is never with friends,
for he has none, and there are no
traces of family to be seen. His
apartment is as bare and sterile as
the Sav-Mart, and as devoid of
true life as he is. Our pity is chal-
lenged by his obsession with the
Yorkin family, yet underneath this
all, his obsession is driven by a
misguided attempt to find a place
for himself.
Robin Williams, not one of
my favorite actors or comedians,
gives a truly excellent perform-
ance in One Hour Photo. Sy
inner thoughts about other people
and the very nature of photos.
Furthermore, the camerawork is
superbly crafted, reinforcing the
interact socially. Moreover, we
the audience are forced to evalu-
ate our own sense of place and
being, along with the nature by
notion of isolation, one that is which others fit into the larger
Robyn Williams changes his hair color
and his acting style in new movie.
ONUNe SOURCC
"The camera work
reinforcing the notion
is superbly crafted,
of isolation"
and fantasy, to the Yorkin family
grows quietly and discomforting-
ly. Before we know it, the two's
lives are intertwined more than
they should be, and Sy takes over
could easily have fallen into a
caricature of a loner with a
vendetta, but Williams keeps him
real through an occasional narra-
tive voiceover and revelations of
perhaps not by choice.
One Hour Photo is an intense
character study. In addition to
some truly disturbing moments
and periods of general unease,
there are moments of levity, but
most importantly there" remains
an underlying sense of misguided
love, something with which we
can all identify. In addition to the
beautifully told story, this movie
•poses questions of a larger nature,
such as how we are shaped as
children, and how early experi-
ences influence our ability to
picture of ourselves.
This movie is a powerful look
into the nature of modern rela-
tionships and social networks,
failure, disillusionment, fantasy,
and that to which this all leads.
Yet the story is not depressing,
and in fact is affirming because
the tenants of decency, loyalty,
care and love are affirmed, albeit
in very strange ways.
This is a very smart movie,
and I urge you to take advantage
of it while it is still out at the
plexes.
Spinning Into Butter Stirs Up the Issue of Racism
BAILEY TRIGGS
ARTS WRITER
Imagine for a moment that
you're on the other side of the
student-administrator relation-
ship. You've recently moved to
Vermont to become the Dean of
Students at Belmont College
when your professor boyfriend
(and only real friend at the col-
lege) dumps you when his (sur-
prise!) long-term girlfriend
returns from sabbatical. As if
your personal life wasn't giving
you enough trouble, you learn
that one of the African-American
students at your school has been
receiving racist, threatening
notes. It is. your job to address the
issue.
At your side to "help" you is
an administrative staff whose
only concern is saving the col-
lege's face by issuing anti-racist
memos and holding forums.
Welcome to the world of Dean
Sarah Daniels, the lead character
in the TheaterWorks production
of Spinning Into Butter (running
unti! October 6th).
While the play might be set at
the fictitious Belmont College in
Vermont, it could quite easily be
set at any East Coast, predomi-
nately upperxlass and white lib-
eral arts college (Trinity cough,
cough).
The questions the play raises
are hot ones, on college campuses
nationwide: how can colleges
work to contribute to a better
racial environment when the stu-
dent body is so homogeneous?
Furthermore, how can schools be
sensitive to the needs of racial
groups who are in the minority
without either objectifying or
patronizing them?
The play deals with the sub-
ject of racism in a way that goes
deeper than college diversity sta-
tistics, to touch more broadly on
the issue of racism in one's own
personal life.
Simon about the issue, and even
she h,as avoided a true in-depth
discussion with him. All deci-
sions made regarding Simon's
well-being are made based purely
on assumptions, and even more
so after the somewhat surprising
revelation in the second act
regarding the author of the threat-
ening notes.
The title of the play, Spinning
Into Butter, is taken from the chil-
dren's book Little Black Sambo
The only way to truely overcome
racism is... an open and honest dialouge"
As the plot unfolds, Dean
Daniels reveals that she harbors
her own repressed racist senti-
ments.
It is interesting to note that
the entire play is set in Dean
Daniels's office and Simon Brick,
the African-American student
who has been receiving the
threatening notes, never appears
onstage.
In this way, playwright
Rebecca Gilman is able to under-
score her theme of racial objecti-
fication. Although all of the
administrative staff's energy is
focused on dealing with the
threats made to Simon Brick, no
one but Dean Daniels has actual-
ly taken the time to speak to
that is infamous for its exaggerat-
ed and allegedly demeaning por-
trayal of African Americans. The
story the title references is one
where Sambo is walking through
the woods in a new set of clothes
when a tiger leaps up in the mid-
dle of his path and does not allow
him to pass until he has given up
an article of clothing. Sambo
agrees to give up the clothing,
only to be greeted by another
tiger demanding the same thing.
The same pattern continues
until Sambo has entirely run out
of • clothing. As he is walking
through the woods naked, he
stumbles upon the tigers all wear-
ing his new clothes and arguing
about who looks the best in them.
Finally, the tigers get so mad at
each other that they throw off the
clothes and begin chasing each
other around a tree.
Sambo calmly dresses him-
self in the discarded clothing
while the tigers spin faster and
faster around the tree until they
finally spin into butter. In the
same way that the tigers chased
each other around the tree, mem-
bers of the administration of
Belmont College have been chas-
ing each other around with accu-
sations of racism, whipping them-
selves into figurative butter.
Though it might be hard to
imagine that a play dealing with
such weighty subject matter
could be comic, it is in fact the
play's quick and witty dialogue
that saves it from being a morose
journey into the heart of the white
man's burden.
When Dean Daniels criticizes
Professor Collins's attempt to fix
the problem of racism on campus .
by holding discussion forums she
says, (to paraphrase): So basically
the kids all sit around talking
about how they're secretly racist,
heave a collective sigh for their
white man's burden, and then go
drive off in their Saabs to buy
sweaters.
The humor of this play lies in
its so-true-it's-funny/so-true-it's-
sad moments, ones that every
Trinity student could probably
relate to from first-hand experi-
ence.
When a play asks the daunt-
ing question: what should we do
about racism? in the first act, it's
not.surprising that it struggles in
the second act to resolve that
question.
After admitting her subcon-
scious racist thoughts, Dean
Daniels decides to finally talk
openly with Simon Brick. We are
left with her on the phone with
the young man confessing that
she has questions to ask him,
questions that she had been too
afraid to ask him for fear of caus-
ing awkwardness between them.
The message sent by this ending
is that the only way to truly over-
come racism is by beginning an
open and honest dialogue
between races. Though the end-
ing of the play was weak com-
pared to the first act, you can
hardly expect the entire issue of
racism to be neatly solved in one
two-hour play.
1 strongly recommend that, if
you have the time, you make the
trip down to TheaterWorks to
catch a showing of Spinning Into
Butter.
The story line is so topical
that you'll feel at times that the
play was written about • Trinity,
and in a way it is.
The play has enough humor-
ous moments to keep you laugh-
ing, and at the same time, enough
weight to its message that when
you leave the theater you'll feel
like you've just left a really fabu-
lous lecture on the many faces of
racism.
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Professor Alcorn Gets Deep with Black Crow's Guitarist
Marc Ford Coming to Trinity in Weeks to Deliver Workshop and Concert Backed by New Band
Marc Ford & The Sinners
will come to Trinity on
Wednesday, October 2, to play a
concert at 8 PM in Vernon Center.
The band will also hold a one-
hour workshop about their music
at 5 PM. John Alcorn (Prof, in
Italian Studies) interviewed Marc
Ford by telephone in Los Angeles,
while Marc was getting ready to
go on the road with his new band
and thinking ahead to his visit to
Trinity.
JA: We're looking forward to
of music here and there, and you
save it, and maybe you might be
able to find another piece later on
to stick it together with. Or the
same thing with lyrics.. You
might hear someone say one sen-
tence and it sparks an idea for
you. Or you watch an event go
down, or just a thought in your
head, and write it down.
Sometimes you can get a page
written, and sometimes it's just a
line or two. I've got scraps of
paper all over the place.
"Well, song writing's tough just from
the fact that you really don't know which
way it's coming from"
your workshop and concert at
Trinity. Some musicians you
know and admire have been here.
We started with Derek Trucks,
then we had Gov't Mule, Soulive,
and John Scofield — and Dickey
Betts was here just a couple of
weeks ago.
MF: Oh great.
JA: One thing that happens is
some discussion of the process
behind the music, during the first,
late-afternoon set. We're keen to
hear you talk about songwriting.
You have a new CD, It's about
Time, with all.original, material.
MF: Well, songwriting's
tough, just from the fact that you
really don't know which way it's
coming from. 1 mean, it really
sneaks in at you, any time of the
Sometimes I'll put two together,
or find one that I'd forgotten
about, or just finish whatever
thought whenever it seems to
make sense.
JA; How much comes from
introspection, thinking about your
own experience and life, and how
much is imagination and observa-
tion? When Warren Haynes was
here, he indicated that he draws
more on what he sees around
him.
MF: Pretty much all experi-
ences are universal. So, if I see
something that's going on, I can
write about it, but that tends to be
a- voyeuristic point of view. I
always try to identify with the sit-
uation myself, so that it's going to
put feelings into the lyrics, which
Yeah, that's my first son. After he
was born, I left the hospital and
went home, and just before I fell
asleep I scribbled some words
down on an envelope that was
lying around and I was playing
my guitar. When I woke up, I
remembered the whole thing, all
the way through. That's another
one of those things that just sort
of came to me. I wrote it in like
three minutes, music and lyrics.
So, it just came really easy, like I
was given the song.
JA: Another topic that comes
up at these workshops is the rela-
tion between tradition and inno-
vation, or influences and where
you want to go. On the new CD,
echoes of Neil Young, The
Beatles, and Pink Floyd breathe
through your music.
MF: You know, there's not
much innovation left, if you're
stickin' to the pop form of music,
whether it be country-western or
rock-n-roll or r&b or any of those
things. It all pretty much stems
from the blues, from the African
beats and the western European
three chords and melodies.
Beyond that, you don't ever get
given a book on how to write
things, so you learn from the peo-
ple who've done it in the past.
Really, I only know how to write
a song because I've listened to
other songs being written. I'm not
trying to rewrite any book or any-
thing. I'm just trying to find a
method to write down some feel-
get into some music that not a lot
of people can really listen to, you
know what I mean?
JA: Yeah, I'm with you!
MF: So, I like things simple,
MF: Sure. You could take the
difference between, say, the
finesse of Mick Taylor and then
the sort of absolute lack of finesse
of Neil Young, and-1 love 'em
"I'm just trying to find a method to
write down some feelings or some
thoughts ...to make some melodies"
because if it's on a simple palette,
then you can get a message
straight across, rather than have it
be hidden inside of all these fancy
chords and sounds and things. A
tradition is a great thing, it stands
the test of time, it's amazing stuff,
that's why it's still around.
JA: One of your hallmarks is
live performance. Do you foresee
yourself reworking your own
songs, the way Bob Dylan does
with his, and the way you did
with the Crowes. Every time the
Crowes played "Hard to Handle,"
it was an adventure.
MF: Right. Absolutely. The
recorded version of a song really
is probably just that one time you
played it. You won't ever play it
the same again. It's a sketchbook
of the chords for the songs.
Depending on the night, and
depending on how things are
going, or how you feel, that song
will change. I try to really pick
say that they've heard things in
dreams. Except for the occasional
jam that just comes all flowing at
you at once, like it's already been
written and you're just being
given the song, you know, which
always end up being the best
songs — it's just a matter of kinda
waiting for it. You keep playing
the guitar, and you'll get apiece
get from!,music. I mean, you can
sort of imagine what it might be
like, but, if it's really gonna hit
home to anybody, you've really
got to own it. ,
JA: I guess we can say for'
sure that at least one of the cuts
on your new CD, has to be per-
sonal - "Elijah".
MF: Oh yeah, absolutely.
"It all pretty much stems from the
blues, from the African beats and the west-
ern European three chords"
ings or some thoughts, and to be
able to make some melodies that
are nice together. And there's
really not too many chords to
choose from, unless you're gonna
musicians for my band who are
capable enough on their instru-
ments to where they could take a
left turn at any time and just sort
of jump off a cliff and go, you
know. To me, that's where the
true music lies for the musician
and for a lot of listeners who can
follow.
JA: I mentioned that Dickey
Betts was here, so I want to use
that as a springboard to ask about
technique and gear. Dickey and
you are two of my favorite guitar
players, but the psychology of the
playing is so different. Dickey is
trying to subjugate his guitar —
saying "I'm gonna make you
express what I have to say."
MF: [Laughter]
JA: With you, the relation-
ship with the guitar is so natural,
it's like you were born to do that
both.
JA: Yeah. Neil Young can
play a great solo on one note, just
hammering.
MF: Yeah. Yeah. He's just
really doing a pretty good hack
job with that guitar some of the
time. The thing is, as long as
you're getting an emotion1 across,
it really doesn't matter how
you're doing it.
JA: You know, there's the
whole taper scene out there.
MF: I have tons more songs
to do, but the one downside of
taping is that, if I play too many
new songs that I've written, by
the time I get around to recording
them for a record, because of the
industry and how long everything
takes, they're not really new to a
lot of the fans, because they've
been listening to them on
bootlegs for so long. I try to keep
all of my new songs just out of
the picture. So I go to covers to
find new, refreshing, fun things to
do live.
JA: How did you put The
Sinners together? Berry Oakley Jr
(bas^gultar))^ a]ways,lhere with
you, whether it's Blue Floyd or
MF: Yeah, Berry and I just
have a real good sort of simpatico
thing. His voice really works well
with mine. Chris Joyner (key-
board) I'd known from years ago
at the Coconut Club; his band,
The Freewheelers, was fantastic.
The way we play together, we can
go 100 percent at the same time
and never bash into each other —
you know, it's never a- fight, it's
always complementary to each
other. Gooch (drums) is a guy that
I found out here in Orange
County playing with a friend. I
just knew right away that he had a
lot of great natural talent, so I've
sort of kept him around until I
was ready. The main reason why I
started to do weekly shows at the
Malibu Inn was to teach these
guys how to play, because you
can take any great players on
paper, but that doesn't mean
they're gonna play well together.
So we've been learning how to
"tradition is a great thing, it stands the
test of time"
Mai! Foul and th« Sinners, pl.iy at the M.»libu inn in California
on January 27th, 2002.
and it's just part of you.
MF: Yeah, when things are
really going right, I honestly
don't need to think about it. It just
sort of comes out. Maybe that's
just a gift I was blessed with, in a
way. I've sat around with Dickey
many times, and sometimes when
he's just sittin' around playing in
a room, his technique is really
sort of choppy and un-soothing to
listen to, you know, almost a sort
of a clumsiness to it, kind of like
a muscleman approach to the gui-
tar, i think that I just maybe have
a little more finesse about it.
. JA: They're both beautiful
things - they're so different,
that's all.
play together.
JA: The band somehow pulls
off an unusual combination - it
really rocks, but it's like water
flowing, too. Very cool.
MF: Yeah. I'm pretty, lucky
that way. We haven't really spent
a great deal of time together in a
confined space over months and
months. [Laughter] I'm sure that
the fighting and bickering will
come! That's inevitable with the
whole band.
JA: I know you have to run.
We'll return to. these topics with
you at the. workshop and concert
at Trinity College on. October 2.
This will be lots of fun!
MF: I look forward to it.
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Expressive Dancing Voices
AMY SHIN
ARTS WRITER
On September 18th, Studio 47 was
graced with the choreography of Trinity
alumna (class of 1998) Christina Soules,
accompanied, by dancers from the
Massachusetts' Five College community
and The Vibes, Smith College's a cappella
group.
Three dances were performed, called
"Walking with Yaya Tana", "Heartstring",
ers from a seat in a theatre audience.
"Heartstring", the second solo, merged
the popular Memphis blues song with lan-
guid, teetering free-spirited movements
that captured the essence of that time peri-
od.
The faintly bitter, disoriented reminis-
cence that fell in rhythm with the song was
not lost upon the audience, regardless of
their view. Another slightly surprising ele-
ment was the use of a mantelpiece as a
component of the dance.
Talent from New England Liberal Arts Colleges JOHNATHAN cHesNey
and "Wandering Echoes".
Admittedly, my expectations dwindled
with (he light as I walked up the increas-
ingly dark, obscure flight of stairs leading
to the dance studios. The relatively big
audience was crammed into the back of
Yet I found the third, "Wandering
Echoes", to be the most intriguing of the
dances. The five dancers represented the
Five College dance community, which
includes Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Hampshire,
and Amherst, along with Smith's a cappel-
The dances spoke for themselves through the
absolute dedication of the performers.
what seemed like a practice studio, and it
was apparent from the start that the dancers
would be struggling with a grievous lack of
space and shoddy lighting.
As the First dancer shuffled on stage
and the lights came on, the studio was
transformed from an uncomfortable hovel
to a stage redolent with the strong voice
and passionate movements of experimen-
tally modernistic dance.
The dances spoke for themselves
through the absolute dedication of the per-
formers.
One of the more intriguing aspects of
the performance was that it defied most
conventional dance traditions; the first and
third pieces were accompanied by music
sung by the performers themselves.
The first solo, as revealed in the post-
la group. They danced an arrangement that
incorporated spoken French excerpts from
a monologue of secret torments' in Racine's
Phaedra, a moving portrayal of moral tale
of tragedy resulting from uncontrolled pas-
sion.
It was my First time hearing an a cap-
pella group perform with a group of
dancers, which I found not only interesting
in its improvisational value, but in the emo-
tions that were not masked by lack of
understanding the foreign words.
The performers danced, literally, with
the staccato breaths of the singers, who
formed a semicircle to represent a cave,
among which the colorful dancers inter-
wove and explored themselves as well as
their peers.
Although I appreciated this perform-
The studio was transformed from an uncomfortable
hovel to a stage redolent with strong voice and pas-
sionate movements
performance discussion, was in part autobi-
ographical, inspired by the death of
. Soules's grandmother. Her abstract move-
ments, ranging from whimsical to slow and
aged, was augmented by, her strong voice
that Filled the room in its eerie intrigue. It
not only portrayed the role of parental love
in everyday life, but also the poignant sad-
ness of death.
I realized then that the intimate setting
of the studio made the dances transcend the
traditional archetype of "observing"
anorexic-thin, elaborately dressed perform-
ance as a former dancer and choreographer,
it held value and intrinsic impact for any-
one despite their knowledge (or lack there-
of) of modern dance. , .
My remaining complaint was that it
seemed to be too short; it would have been
interesting to see the choreographer work
with larger groups and different subject
material...but it is> only, the"beginning of
the year, and there will probably be.more
opportunities to see the work in the upcom-
ing season,
A New England Tradition
JACKIE HARVEY
ARTS WRITER
The Big E, happening September 13-
29, 2002, is New England's autumn tradi-
tion and the eigth largest fair in the U.S.
There's no better place to enjoy the
sights, sounds and taste tempting aromas of
the fall season than at The Big E. It's a New
England extravaganza with free top name
entertainment, major exhibits, The Big E
Super Circus, the Avenue of States, daz-
zling thrill shows, New England history
and agriculture, rides, shopping, crafts, a
daily parade, and foods from around the
world for 17 fun filled days during New
England's most colorful season.
Over the course of the next two weeks,
New England will celebrate the onset of
fall with one of its most famous extrava-
ganzas, The Big E. For those not familiar
with quirky New England traditions, the
Big E (standing for the Eastern States
Exposition) kicks off each fall with enter-
tainment that appeals to everyone. This
year's event, themed "We Come Together,"
will have performances by top-name enter-
tainers, nightly parades, horse shows and
competitions, thrill shows, shopping, rides,
games, food from around the world, and so
much more.
Aside from old favorites like Peter
Frampton, Jimmy Hopper and Regis
Philbin, other up-and-coming musicians
will be on stage throughout the fair.
Shaggy, the latest craze on the reggae
scene, will perform Sept. at 7pm, and B2K :
will hit the stage at 8pm on September
19th. There is no additional cost for the
concert.
Each night, a variety of parades will
provide entertainment for the more low-
key attendee. Foxwoods Casino and
Resort sponsors the nightly parades,
Monday-Friday at 7:30pm. On the week-
ends, there is a nightly Mardi Gras parade,
complete with the Budweiser horses,
lights, and dancing, and start at 5pm.
For those with a history in New.
England history, guided tours of
Storrowtown Village and its several muse-
ums.
This year, the Big E offers a special
treat, a Norman Rockwell Exhibit titled,
"Norman Rockwell Paints America,"
organized by the Norman Rockwell
Museum at Stockbridge, MA, in which all
322 of Norman Rockwell's covers done for
the Saturday Evening Post will be on dis-
play, along with Rockwell memorabilia
and some of the artist's actual tools. Some
of the more famous exhibits include, "Girl
at the Mirror," "The Marriage Liscense,"
"No Swimming" and "The Runaway." The
exhibit will also feature the Mini-Rockwell
Theatre, a short presentation on the life of
Rockwell.
To satisfy your mid-day hunger, both
traditional American food (fried dough,
baked potatoes, pizza, grinders, chicken,
etc.) and international food (fajitas, Italian
pastries, Polish sausage, German bratwurst,
egg rolls, Pierogis, calzones, baklava, and
much more) will be available, along with a
variety of tasty deserts.
In addition to eating, the Big E offers
culinary competition to those who love to
watch the cooking channel. Some of the
cutthroat events included; the
Fleischmann's Special Occasion Bread
Competition, the Pillsbury Refrigerated Pie
- Crust Championship,- the TABASCO Tex-
Mex Recipe Challenge, the Pillsbury Quick
Bread Mix Baking Classic.
Other special events include "A Visit to
the Emerald Isle," an exhibit featuring an
authentic Irish pub serving beer, stew and
selling chocolate. There will also be per-
formances by musicians and dancers, and
venues with crystal, crafts, jewelry, linens,
sheepskins, Irish leather goods and photog-
raphy available for purchase
The fair, located in West Springfield,
MA, will run from September 13th through
the 29th. Gates open at 8am, most exhibits
run from 10am-10pm, Monday-Sunday.
Tickets are $12 for adults, More informa-
tion can be found either online atwww.the-
bige.com, or by calling 413-737-2443.
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Family Weekend: Mommy, Daddy, a Free Meal, and Me
One Student's Look at What Happens When Family Life and College Life Collide
JENNY DUNN
FEATURES WRITER
Family Weekend, for me, is
the time to take advantage of the
fact that my parents miss me
when I'm away from home. It
orange juice was strategically
placed in front of a few loose cans
of Coors Light. Lucky for me, a
twelve-pack fit perfectly in the
fruit drawer.
Before my parents were to
arrive, I quickly surveyed the rest
/ wasn't embarrassed in the least to be
hanging out with my parents. In fact, I
was having fun.
provides two or three days of
familiarity, comfort, and reassur-
ance that a parent's love is uncon-
ditional, or so I'd like to believe.
But it also makes me aware of a
vague awkwardness.
Suddenly I'm stuck some-
where between the roles of inde-
pendent adult and youngest child,
and it's a weird place to be.
of the room: it appeared that I was
ready.
My parents arrived at 11:00,
slightly on edge from the long
drive but bearing bags of gro-
ceries and a tomato pie (if you
don't know what it is, then you're
not from upstate New York). My
mother, as she tried to fit two-
dozen apples into the fridge,
It amazes me how well my parents have
learned to balance their concern for me
with the ability to let me live my own life
Nevertheless, I made it through.
My Family Weekend went some-
thing like this:
I woke up at 9:00 on Saturday
morning and showered, scrubbing
the Psi U from my feet and
removing leftover eyeliner in an
attempt to discard all evidence of
the night before.
Then, I arranged the contents
of the refrigerator so that the
inevitably opened the fruit draw-
er. "Were you hiding this from
me?" she asked, in a voice that
was a confusing mixture of disap-
proval and amusement. "I
thought I'd at least try," I offered,
giving her my most charming
smile. My father asked for a beer.
The day was off to a good start.
The three of us ate at the buf-
fet luncheon on the quad, which,
other than the complaint that the
chicken was too dry, was pleasant
enough. We caught the second
half of the women's soccer game
(Go Bants!) and chatted amiably
with some friends and their par-
ents.
Next on the agenda was the
football game. I don't understand
the sport—I never have and I'm
certainly not losing sleep over it.
Still, I felt that I owed it to my
father, an avid football fan, who
has three daughters and not one
son, to take an interest. I asked
all the questions expected of a girl
who has never sat through an
entire game in her life: Isn't a
field goal kind of like cheating?
Do they always get four downs?
Why are football teams so damn
big?
In between questions, I filled
my mother in all the latest PG-13
gossip, pointing out the key play-
ers as they walked past where we
sat in the stands. . :. • .
As all of this took place, the
strangest realization came over
me—I wasn't embarrassed in the
least to be hanging out with my
parents. In fact, I was having fun.
At 6:30 we were on our way
to the Trumbull Kitchen to meet
some friends for dinner. The food
was fabulous, the conversation
wonderful, and my parents are
now BFF (Best Friends Forever,
for those of you who don't read
YM) with the parents of my
friend from Alabama.
It had been a long day for
everyone, so we said goodnight at
my dorm having agreed that,
A Family Enjoys The weekend. ABI MULDOVeR
before getting back on the road in
the morning, they would come
over and make me breakfast in
my room. I was sorely missing
my mother's French toast.
Here we will skip ahead to
Sunday morning (since the events
of Saturday night are anybody's
guess). I was woken up on that
morning at 9:00 by the ringing of
the phone.
Hearing my voice over the
phone, my mother could tell
immediately that I wasn't up for
her French toast or anything else
for that matter.
Instead, my parents stopped
at Dunkin' Donuts to pick up
breakfast and then came to my
room to say goodbye, leaving me
a bagel for later. Then they were
off, after an anticlimactic
farewell.
Reflecting back on.the day
that we spent together, it amazes
me how well my parents have
learned to balance their concern
for me with the ability to let me
live my own life.
They've Figured out how to
let me miss them, and I love them
all the more for it.
570 HILLSIDE AVENUE, HARTFORD CT
Featuring
Gourmet Brick Oven Pizza
A Wide Variety of Fresh Salads
and A Large Assortment
of Hot & Cold Sandwiches
...a place where the old traditions of
drinking are combined with gourmet
food and a casual, tavern atmosphere.
FREE DELIVERY
From 5 PM till Bar closes
9 T.V. Screens to Cover All Major Sports Events
Two Forms of ID required ^ Strictly Enforced
Gourmet Pizzas
Small $11.50 Urge $16.50
1 .Campagnia - red onion, sun dried tomatoes, hot peppers, ricotta, genoa, garlic, parsley
2 . Chkken PeStO Artichoke - garnished with tomatoes or peppers
3 . NeOpOlitana - tomatoes, basil, garlic
4 . Meianzana - eggplant, rieotta, tomatoes, mancini, garlic, pesto
5. Tilt! Fomifiagi - garlic, rieotta, mozz, flavored cheeses, herbs, garnished with tomatoes
6 . White Spinach - ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
7 . Whit& BrOCCOli - rieotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
8 . Gardeniera - garlic oil, with seasonal assorted vegetables and herbs
9 . CajUn Chicken - hot pepper?, onion, roasted peppers, crushed tomatoes, Cajun herbs
1 0 . Chicken Parm - breaded chicken, blend of cheeses, garnished with tomatoes or peppers
1 1 . Giambotta - grilled chicken, sausage, mancini, tomatoes, blend of cheeses and herbs
1 2 . Barbeqiie Chicken - topped with a blend of cheeses and scallions
1 3 . White Clam - topped with cheeses, parsley and sliced lemons for garnish
1 4 . ClamS CasinO - bacon, chilies, tomatoes, scallions, roasted peppers, cheeses, herbs
1 5 . Shrimp Scampi - artichoke hearts, tomatoes, fillets of red peppers and herbs
1 6 . H0USe SCampi - shrimp, capers, scallions, tomatoes, a blend of herbs and cheeses
1 7 . ScaCCiatta - garlic oil, potatoes, spinach, sausage, blend of cheeses
*Please order by number. .
Regular PJZZa Small $7.25 Large $10.00
*over 30 toppings to choose from to create your own pizza
Salads
Tossed Salad-$2.75
Caesar Salad-$4.25
House Garden Salad - $3.75
*Add your choice of grilled
Marinated chicken, pork
Or beef for an extra $2.25
Greek Salad-$5.95
Mediterranean Salad - $4.50
Chef Salad-$5.95
Antipasto -$5.95
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Fox Television Produces an Idol for Americans Everywhere
Kelly Clarkson
ELIZABETH BONTEMPO
FEATURES WRITER
As we all packed up our belongings
last May, said our good-byes and began
planning for the summer of 2002 I do not
believe that any of us had any real notion of
the rollercoaster we were about to board
and the wild ride that we were in store for
with the premier of American Idol: The
Making of a Superstar.
Prior to the airing of the first episode,
billboards and radio commer-
cials piqueded our interest but
only gave the basic information
of date, time, and channel where
American Idol could be viewed.
It was not until we turned on and
tuned into Fox that first Tuesday
that we realized the phenome-
non that was about to sweep the
country. More importantly, the
effects that a cocktail waitress
from Burleson, TX would have
on a country so desperate for an
American Idol was realized.
In the pilot of American Idol
we were introduced to some
good singers and some great tal-
ent who were able to keep our
interest. It was not until the sec-
ond airing of the show that we
;ot to see Ms. Kelly Clarkson
perform her rendition of R-E-S-
-E-C-T. That short perform-
ance was all that I needed to be
hooked. I knew Kelly Clarkson
was an extraordinary talent and I knew that
I needed to see and hear more of her.
As the weeks progressed, Kelly
Clarkson continually "set the standard" for
the competition, as infamous judge Simon
Cowell once remarked. We saw this 20
year old sensation electrify the audience
with her unparalleled vocals, contagious
smile, and sassy aura that "made grown
men cry and young boys wish they were
men" in the awkwardly articulated words
of judge Paula Abdul.
However, somewhere in the competi-
tion Kelly Clarkson became much more
than a contestant on a cheesy new age star
search. Our country, with me blazing the
trail, wanted to know more about this pre-
viously undiscovered phenomenon and we
definitely wanted to hear more.
As the shows were continually inter-
rupted with Ford and Coca Cola monopo-
lizing the commercialism, we saw Kelly
off stage and in her glory. Whether she was
swimming with her friends "back home" in
Texas, or humoring the audience with her
sarcastic yet entertaining interest in road
tripping in her new Ford Focus, Kelly
remained true to herself and seemed
unbothered by the cameras catching her
minus her mascara and interesting" as her
dies for this blossoming superstar with
much more demanding songs and an
increasing number of performances. Kelly
not only cleared but exceeded her hurdles
and she continually gave us chills up our
spines and tears in our eyes.
Each week the judges reminded both
the contestants and the audience about the
importance of song choice. It wasn't until
the elimination of arguably the best singer
.in the competition, Tamyra Gray, that the
previously mentioned advice transformed
into a harsh reality. As a result of Gray's
dismissal from the show, for the first time
in some of their young lives, the viewers
came to understand the importance of their
vote. As millions voted each week and the
Kelly not only cleared but exceeded her hurdles and
she continually gave us chills up our spines and tears in
our eyes.
WWW.CTONUNe.COM
roommate's opinion of her notoriously
messy room.
During one episode Kelly "shouted
out" her best friend from home and
explained how her friend made her enter
the contest. That single piece of informa-
tion seemed to reinforce her naivety and
bashfulness that was so apparent during
interviews but magically disappeared when
she had a microphone in her hand. The two
sides to Kelly Clarkson resulted in the cre-
ation of a pseudo superman image which
only added to the intrigue of this super
hero. Each week brought about higher hur-
pool of contestants diminished into a pud-
dle,, Kelly remained poised and utterly per-
fect in her performances.
With millions on her side including the
likes of Mary J. Blige and Natalie Cole,
Kelly outperformed them all, even her
harshest competition, the popularly coiffed
Justin Guarini.
As she concluded a summer that took
American Idol viewers on a whirlwind of
weekly anticipation, admiration, and domi-
nation for the crowned victor Kelly
Clarkson, she began what is sure to be a
long and prosperous career.
A Walk Through Hartford with the Reacting Seminar
Clyde McKee 's reacting semir
nar took a walking tour of
Hartford on Friday September
20. These are the reflections of
four of his students.
As students at Trinity
College, we rarely leave campus
to explore the City of Hartford.
Recently we took a three-hour
walking tour during which we
learned more than the average
Trinity student learns in four
' years.
Last Friday afternoon
Professor Clyde McKee took four
of us on a walking tour that start-
ed at Trinity's "long walk" and
ended at city hall. Ivan Kuzyk,
Director of Trinity's Cities Data
Center and a native of this city,
joined us on the tour and con-
tributed to our briefing. We visit-
ed the Boys and Girls
Club.walked through the
Learning Corridor, saw many his-
torical sites, and observed numer-
ous boarded- up buildings.These
observations initiated a variety of
interesting discussions related to
the former abortion center on
Retreat Street, the closed St.
Peter's Catholic School, and the
building complex on the corner of
Park and Main streets that was
recently destroyed by fire.We had
seen the cartoon and editorial
about this fire in The Hartord
Courant What can and should the
officials in bur local government
do about these problems?
When we reached city hall at
450 Main Street we were met by
City Clerk Dan Carey, who
explained the various functions
that take place in this beautiful
building, which is frequently used
for weddings. In addition to head-
ing the municipal clerk's office,
Dan runs Hartford's "sister cities"
programs and manages the golf
matches between Hartford golfers
and the golfers representing New
Ross, County Wexford in the
Republic 6i Ireland Recently the
Hartford goiters defeated the~
Irish team on then home course
Dan Carey introduced us to
Mayor Eddie Pere^, who as an
employee of Trinity played a key
role in the construction of the
Learning Corridor In addition to
explaining the organization of
Hartford's government, tiacing
its origin, and describing how this
government dittcn, from various
other forms ol local government,
the Mayor told us about his own
priorities, one ol which is to
increase homeownciship by the
residents of his cily Mayor Pcrc/
said he is now a figurehead with
little authority but that he-wants
to become Hartford's "strong
mayor" and chief executive offi-
cer so he can achieve the objec-
tives he outlined in his political
campaign.
Our third speaker was former
city manager Albert Ilg. Because
Mr. Ilg served for 32 years as
town manager of Windsor,
Connecticut he is very familiar
with the relationship of the core
city of Hartford to its surrounding
suburbs and supports regional
solutions. He explained why it is
so difficult for the city to tear
down burned out buildings,
attract new industries, and
encourage middle class workers
to live in the city. Hartford's cur-
rent $450 million budget is riot
large enough to meet all the
demands that residents of
Hartford place on it, especially
those in greatest need of such
basic services as food; shelter,
and medical care.
After leaving city hair we
crossed Main Street to study the
city's controversial " rock gar-
den," which a prominent Trinity
alumnus called "a very scary
place." As an architect and urban
developer he was interested in
how this art work symbolized the
Trinity Students With Mayor Perez
city's fear of the urban gangs that
existed here in the 197O's. These
gangs were destroyed , by the
cooperative efforts of the state and
local police. Before visiting this
site we studied the "swords to
plows" sculpture designed to sym-
bolize the end of gangs and locat-
ed in front of city hall.
We crossed one of the main
roads coming off the Bushnell
Park Circle and observed a large
area of beautiful trees. Professor
McKee and Ivan Kuzyk told us
that this was the site of an Irish
village that was burned out by a
mysterious fire similar to the fire
that destroyed a private bridge
over the Connecticut River. We
also learned that beneath our feet
was the Park River that was
buried many years ago as a solu-
tion to the problem of flooding in
Hartford's downtown. We
observed that in addition to very
attractive ponds there is a merry-
go-round located in the north-west
corner of the park. We were
encouraged to visit it as part of
our urban recreation.
After discussing the state
capitol and Bushnell Auditorium,
we headed for home down
Washington Street. Professor
McKee told us that this street was
once one of the most beautiful
urban streets in America. We
noted that there are now state
courts, office buildings, fast food
restaurants, hospitals, and park-
ing facilities that occupy sites
where large mansions once stood.
What were the social, economic,
and political forces that caused
this transformation?
We finally reached Vernon
Street, turned west, and entered
the gates of our college. We
observed the new reconstruction
o.f this street but because we are
all first-year students we had no
basis for comparing it to what
existed here a short time ago.
One of the high points of our
. tour took place in front of Mr.
Kuzyk's new office. He told us
about his life as a young boy in
Hartford and how he watched
various well meaning groups
work to achieve their narrow
objectives and how in doing this
they did much harm to our city.
As a data specialist who studies
demography, he explained vari-
ous patterns and trends that need
to be reversed. But unlike many
pessimists who talk and write
about Hartford, he is an optimist
who believes that our city can be
restored to its earlier beauty and
prosperity.
We now know that we have a
wonderful urban laboratory down
the street from our classrooms,
We also have many questions that
need answers, problems that need
solutions, and tasks that need to
be performed during our next four
years.
Submitted by Kate Carillo,
Tyler Rhoten, Kevin Reed, &
Hamza Chaudary, Members of
Prof. McKee's Reacting Seminar
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Trin Reacts DobeIIefs Stardom
JULIA TIESSEN
FEATURES WRITER
Former Trinity president and current
president of University of Hawaii Evan
Dobelle judged the Miss America Pageant
this past Saturday, September 21, linking
our little liberal arts college to fifty-one
women seeking one coveted rhinestone
crown. Although I have my own opinions
and reserves about this century-old
"American" tradition, I decided to go to the
source of all truth and ask the students and
parents of the college how they felt about
privilege of deciding whether a woman's
looks determine if she is a worthy portray-
al of the ideal American woman.
Junior Alexandra Muchura agreed with
Mrs. Olwine and said, 'The Miss America
Organization offers scholarships to further
education, so it makes sense that a college
president would be one of the judges."
Senior Rachel Worrell finds it "hyster-
ical" that Dobelle judged the Miss America
Pageant and said, "Well., .he's finally made
it big."
Junior Andy Morrison said, "I think it's
great that Dobelle has expanded his hori-
".... lets face it, most of us here would prefer living it
up in Hawaii and judging the Miss America Pageant to
sticking it out here in this urban wasteland."
their former president shinning in the spot-
light of American beauty...or controversy,
depending upon your own personal views.
Ed Olwine, father of sophomore Britt
Olwine, said, "I think it's interesting that he
is judging the pageant, but wonder what
connection the president of a university has
to this contest."
Lee-Lee Olwine, Britt's mother, sug-
gested that the Miss America Organization
might be trying to establish a sense of
"legitimacy" to the pageant (whose pri-
mary objective, after all, is to provide
scholarships for deserving young women)
by selecting someone from the academic
world to judge the competition.
Well to put Mr. Olwine's mind to rest,
the judges of the pageant are selected
through a,nationwide networking system.
Professionals from both the academic and
artistic fields offer their nominations and
suggestions to Chairman John Birtwistle
who hold the ultimate decision in deter-
I mining w'hieh college officials receive the
zons after leaving Trinity. I mean, let's
face it, most of us here would prefer living
it up in Hawaii and judging the Miss
America Pageant to sticking it out here in
this urban wasteland."
Although Dobelle did, in a sense,
expand his horizons, many students agree
that they aren't thrilled with the idea of
having a former president tie the legacy
and respected name of Trinity College to
that of an outdated, superficial tradition
that places beauty as a standard of scholar-
ship.
Although feelings of indifference,
pride and disgust filled student's hearts as
they impatiently watched our former presi-
dent decide the fate of one lucky woman
last Saturday evening, it is safe to say that
the students have moved on and begun to
obsess over the next Trinity drama.
Hopefully somewhere along the way in the
near-distant future Trinity will grasp a
more solid claim to fame rather than that of
a mere beauty.contest. ,
| |Mnkiiig about...
GRADUATE
SCHOOL
Learn more about the process of selecting
and applying to graduate school and hear
tips about taking the GRE.
Sponsored by Career Services
and The Princeton Review
INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY• September 25, 2002
6:00-8:00 PM
at CAREER SERVICES
Uno: Old School Standby
DIANA POTTER
FEATURES WRITER
Okay, I admit, sometimes I think the
good-old days were better. And yes, I even
like antique stores even though I am not in
my 50's yet. We have a stack of Life mag-
azines from the 40's at home and I can
spend a good afternoon just looking
through them and"getting lost in my imagi-
nation of what it must be like to live back
then.
So sometimes, when I want to satisfy
my fascination with all things old, I find
myself at Pizzeria Uno. It is ironic that this
restaurant lies in the heart of Westfarms
Mall, but even so, it does a really good
job of satisfying my craving for
a comfortable, old-fash-
ioned experience.
The benches in front
of the restaurant reminded
me of park benches and old movies.
The dimly lit booths in the back are com-
fortable, and each time one goes there, one
gets a slightly different old-fashioned expe-
rience.
This time, my party was seated in a
booth in the back, near the "pantry" and
above us on the wall was a large blue and
white painted aluminum sign that read
"Bluegrass Hardware." Next to this is
another aluminum sign that reads "Another
modern and beautiful soda fountain is
being installed on these premises that will
serve Snaider's 100% pure cane sugar
syrups and crushed fruit." On a shelf above
near the ceiling was a collection of old toys,
an old model airplane, a yo-yo, a handful of
jacks and a ball.
On the adjacent wall was a big wooden
sign that read "State Fair 1 cent" in faded
yellow chipped paint. Above the booth
across from ours was a big Wrigley's chew-
also i
cheddar, scallions and tomatoes inside a
toasted flour tortilla with sour cream and
salsa on the side.
The menu at Pizzeria Uno is truly an
eclectic mix of dishes, combining a tradi-
tional pizzeria with an american bar and
grill.
Pizza is of course an Uno's specialty
as they offer both Chicago deep-dish
style and thin crust pizzas. They also
offer a wide variety of pasta dishes rang-
ing from the more traditional spaghetti
with meatballs to the Rattlesnake pasta,
comprised of grilled chicken breast, pep-
pers, and cheddar cheese.
For the lighter eaters out there, Uno's
also has a salad menu that could satisfy
any appetite. Selections include tradi-
tional House or Ceasar Salads, but
include heavier options such
as the Mandarin Chicken or the
Grilled Shrimp and Roasted
Vegetable Salad. \
They also have a
diverse sandwich
menu consisting of
10 oz. hamburgers as well lighter selec-
tions, such as the Vegetarian or Grilled
Chicken Breast.
If you are looking for a place that
specializes in dessert, you can probably
do better than Pizzeria Uno, but overall
the desserts were satisfying. We ordered
the Oreo cheesecake and the Peanut
Butter Cup. It was a huge soft and gooey
peanut butter cup with a chocolate cook-
ie crumb bottom with a big scoop of
vanilla ice-cream on top and more choco-
late and peanut butter sauce. Although I
wasn't too keen on the crunchy bits of
peanuts inside the peanut butter layer, I
have to say it wasn't bad.
The Oreo cheesecake is a bit more
self-explanatory. It was a slice of cheese-
When you don't feel like eating in, but yet you
don't feel like making all the effort to go out to eat,
Pizzeria Uno falls somewhere in between.
ing gum poster which advertised "Juicy
Fruit: A fascinating artificial flavor." Next
to this was my favorite, the Othine sham-
poo poster, "the best shampoo for bobbed
hair."
My party and I wanted to see if we
could get a hearty old-fashioned meal at an
old-fashioned price, so we ordered the
nachos and-the blackened chicken quesidil-
la from the appitizer menu.
This left room in our budget for two
different desserts, making the total cost of a
reasonable $22.
The nachos are a best-buy at Pizzeria
Uno, because you get a huge plate of crispy
tortilla chips, smothered in melted cheddar
cheese, red beans, tomatoes and scallions
and chili-peppers on top, with sour cream,
salsa and guacamole on the side.
The blackened chicken quesadilla was
also excellent, truly a meal in itself, espe-
cially if combined with half of the nachos.
It consisted of blackened chicken, melted
cake with an Oreo cookie crust infused
with Oreo cookies with a large dollup of
whipped cream and an Oreo on top. It
looked slightly different from the picture
on the menu, in-that it didn't have as
many Oreos chunks inside the cheesecake
itself, but still proved to be satisfying.
The service at Pizzeria Uno was fast
and the atmosphere relaxing, which made
it a nice place to have a conversation. It
had just enough of that old-fashioned
feeling to make me forget for just a few
minutes anyway, that I am in the middle
of a mall in West Hartford, Connecticut.
There is just something about Pizzeria
Uno — maybe it is the wooden board sign
next to the door advertising "King Cole
Tea: You'll like the flavor" - that is low-
key and comfortable.
When you don't feel like eating in,
but yet you don't feel like making all the
effort to go out to eat, Pizzeria Uno falls
somewhere in between.
We're Sorry
An Article in last week's Tripod reffered
to Julia Komanecky as Julia Komaneck
and later as Julia Komanek. We
would like to apologize to Ms.
KOMANECKY.
Sorry.
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More from the Coffee Hoyse
This Week, Student Musings on Religion and Beer
BARTHOLOMEW PACK WELL, HI
HEATURES UOLUMNIST
I sit here, jazz playing in the back-
ground, a hot cup of latte in front of me and
the pungent odor of my unwashed body
filling the air around me.
As I sit, I ponder the first week of busi-
ness at the Underground Coffee House.
Over the course of the week I have
heard quite a large number of conversa-
tions that have proven to be quite interest-
ing.
Perhaps the most poignant conversa-
use on the Trinity campus, and so I thought
this tidbit to be especially appropriate. 1
was approached by a co-ed who initiated
this conversation. I'm not sure why.
Perhaps it was my refined good looks, or
the fact that I was sitting in what one might
call a Bohemian blind (she wasn't fooled
by the fake VW exterior. Or maybe it was
the fact that there was a car parked in the
coffee house that tipped her off). Either
way, here's the conversation that ensued.
"Can I show you what responsible
drinking does?" I gave my assent and soon
after I was met with the vision of a large,
These students continue to amaze me with their abil-
ity to make vagrancy and drunkenness an art form
tion of the week was a conversation I over-
heard when crouched behind one of the
large, stuffed couches many of the patrons
choose to recline on while they espouse
pseudo-intellectual stuff. This is what 1
heard.
"So, you know, the Buddhist monks
make all of these really intricate designs
with different colored sand. It takes them
hours, even days. And when they're com-
pleted, they're incredibly beautiful works
of art, right? Well, as soon as the monk is
finished making the sand design, he walks
right through it, ruining the entire thing.
They do that to show just how meaningless
the world is."
, And then, this young man's friend
replied, "You know what I think? If. the
Buddhists were really hardcore about
showing that the world is meaningless,
open up nurseries all over the
countryside. Then, once they
have all these kids in their nurseries, play-
ing and stuff, they should shoot all of them.
purplish bruise on her lower leg, with
matching scrapes on each calf. She contin-
ued to tell me the story of how she acquired
her weekend battle wounds.
"I wasn't even drunk. I turned around
to talk to someone at a party, and tripped
over the hose of the keg. The other two
(meaning the identical calf wounds) are
self-inflicted. I taped beer bottles on the
sides of my legs in order to get into the
field house."
What ingenuity. These students contin-
ue to amaze me with their ability to make
vagrancy and drunkenness an art form.
Perhaps I too, will decide to take part in
some of the festivities of next weekend.
This might be a wise decision, since my
fake VW is starting to smell, and several of
the coffee house employees have decided it
would be funnv to put out theft cigarettes
on Wry tweed jacket. • • -> • .
No matter what else I decide to do with
the remainder of my time here, I know that
I will be at the Underground this
Everyone knows that Buddhists are simple, peace
loving folk who would never harm a baby, let alone
shoot one
That'd really show that they believe how
meaningless the world is."
I could barely contain myself after
hearing such garbage. Everyone knows
that Buddhists are simple, peace loving
folk who would never harm a baby, let
alone shoot one. What a preposterous idea.
One might spend days contemplating that
last conversation. .
However, it's time to move on to
another conversation that I picked out from
among my grab bag of data collected over
the week.
1 had heard quite a few rumors that
there has been trouble concerning alcohol
Wednesday and Thursday at 9 o'clock for
open mic night and to hear The Secret
Surface play.
I've been told that these events will be
most enjoyable. I am mostly looking for-
ward to them, however, because they will
present me with the opportunity to try out
some of the woman approaching tech-
niques I've observed when in the coffee
house. Personally, among the many lines
that I'have heard while here, I prefer, "Can
I have your phone number, miss. I seem to
have forgotten mine." .
I think I shall reap the benefits of my
good looks and charm this week.
Our techholo qy
is as high as your aspirations.
Cutting Edge Technology
Drives Business
Voiceover IP and .Net Framework...Are businesses really using these
technologies? Attend a Technology-in-Business workshop to learn about today's
new technology and how i t relates to business.
Date: Tuesday, October 1, 2002
Place: Video Conference Room
(Administration/Career Services)
Time: 6:00 PM
K;.;?v'. A representative wl{be ayai{ahle to discuss Our L
and Internship opp^rtun^
TOjstfcaL BOB
the Stau.s
Ao.UAa.fUs
20 - PE&ft.UAft.y 18
.Sometimes you are prone to child-
ishness, for exampLe, this Weekend
you Will dress up in pajamas With fast,
grab your favorite stuffed toy and
spend hours Watching cartoons on T V
Your roommate Will take this as proof
that you are crazy.
Prsces
Y?ur quest to Wear the same pair of
boxers Will only Last until Tuesday,
when your roommates wi l l threaten to
beat you unless you get rid of whatev-
er is causing that smel l Pon't give in.
Jus t turn the one pair inside-out.
APJES
2 1 - A P W L 13
The Aries is stiLL the best of aLL the
signs, tfuite frankly. I don't even know
why you come around asking me for
advice. In all honesty, I should be the
one asking you. \Vhafs your secret?
Come ort, f\lease. I'LL pay you money, if
you just Let me know how you do it.
APPUC 20 - MAV 20
Y<?u are concerned With information
and communication of all sorts.
tloWeVer. instead of conversation, your
facorite Way to express yourself is to
giv"e someone the finger and say, "piss
off""
MAy 21-Out-y 22
You wil l spend Sunday watching
hJfL games, and they Will leave you
With the feeling that maybe you could
have done something better With your
time. You're Wrong. I mean, anyone else
could haVe done something better With
his time, but not you. You're better off
just Watching football.
O U N E 21 - Oucy 22
I thought I toLd you last Week that you
Weren't supposed to come around here
anymore, \Vhat do you think you're
doing? Pid you think I Was kidding?
well I Wasn't, so get going. Once
again, .6cram!
L.EO
Oucy 23 - A U G U S T 22
There's one Word that WouLd help
greatly in improVeing your social Life:
deodorant. That's aLL I'm saying.
A U G U S T 23 - SEPTEM&ER. 22
This Weekend Was great for your
parents. Not because they got to see
you and your friends, but because novJ
they Won't have to see you again for at
Least a month, i-ley. atleast you got a
free meal out of the whole ordeaL
L.C&P.A
SEPTEM&EG. 23 - OCToGErt. 22
There is a common saying that goes,
'if you don't have anything nice to say
about someone, don't say anything at
aLL" Perhaps this is why no one ever
says anything to you.
OCTOBER. 23 - NJOVEM&EPL 21
Last Week, while Watching the rVJiss
America Pageant, you thought to your-
self that the Winner Wasn't really alL
that attractive. "I could win that," you
thought to yourself. This Week, you
Will begin training for next year's pag-
eant.
SAGfTTAfUUS
- £>ECEM&Eft. 21
\Vhen people talk about you they
compare you to the likes Cjandhi and
Eleanor Roosevelt. Of course, what
they'l l be saying is that your face
L>oks Like a cross between Cjandhi's
and Eleanor Roosevelt's..
£>EC£M&Eft- 22 - OANUAftV 13
On Friday, for Lunch, you wilL have a
chicken and cheese with a side of
french fries, you wi l l eat your sandwich
in exactly one half hour. It WouLd have
. taken you Less time, but you Were con-
tempLating the meaning of life.
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Lectures
George Chaplin - Professor of Fine Arts
The Charles S. Nut Professor of Fine Arts will present
a slide presentation and talk. Refreshments will be
served.
September 26 - 4:30 PM - McCook Auditorium
Classics Departmentand AIA Lecture Series
Professor Jane DeRose Evans of Temple University
will present a lecture entitled "Ancient Anderitum: The
Rise and Disappearance of the Roman Capital of
Gevaudan (SW France)."
October 14 - 8:00 PM - LSC Auditorium
C mmunity
The Southside Institutions Neighborhood
Alliance (SINA) is currently running a
voter education and registration cam-
paign. If would you like to get involved
contact Maritza Falcon at 522-2434.
The Shiloh Baptist Church Soup Kitchen is
sponsoring a program that provides 400
meals a week to the needy in Hartford.
Donations such as non-perishable food
items, used clothing and shoes, towels,
blankets, toiletries, kitchen items, books
or toys are warmly welcomed. Bring
items to Room 117 of Hallden Hall
between 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM. For large
ifemssuchasfufniWS'iri'pptiantes, •
call the Church directly between 10 and
4 at 247-3767 to arrange delivery.
Jrerf <erlormances
Latin American and Iberian Film Series
The 1995 movie Antonio Jose da Silva, 0 Judeu (The
•Jew) of Portuguese and Brazilian origin will be pre-
isented Wednesday night. The movie, directed by Jom
;Tob Azuley, is a fascinating historical drama of the
•Inquisition. (85 minutes)
| September 25 - 7:30 PM - LSC Auditorium
.Poetry Reading - Jack Gilbert, •••_• .
!
 Renowned poet Jack Gilbert, winner "of many awards
• including Yale Young Poet's Prize, the Stanley Kunttz
Prize, and the American Ppetry Review Prize, and the
;P'EN Award for the best poetry in 1995 among many
joiners, will read from his works. He has taught at
Smith College and the University of California at
Berkeley among others. A reception and book signing
will follow. FREE
! September 25 - 5:30 PM - Hamlin Faculty Club
Join Banquet
Banquet is a Episcopal style student
prayer service offered on Tuesday
nights at 9:30 in the Chapel. It is stu-
dent led, and has a relaxed and sup-
portive atmosphere.
Wednesday Mass Continues
A weekday Catholic Mass will be
celebrated in the Crypt Chapel at 12
noon.
Mather Art Space
An exhibition of photographs entitled "Images of
Trinidad" by Noah Harrell '03 will be presented from
September 23 to October 15. The gallery is located on
the second floor of Mather Campus Center.
Opening Reception
September 23 • 4:30 - 6:00 - Mather Art Space
George Chaplin Exhibition
Paintings by George Chaplin are currently in exhibit in
the Widener Gallery of the Austin Arts Center. The exhi-
bition runs from September 13 to October 16. The
gallery is open daily from 1:00 to 6 :00 PM.
British American Drama Academy
Tony Branch, Director of the British American Drama
Academy will make a presentation on BADA's programs
including The London Theatre Program, The Shakespeare
Program, and the Midsummer in Oxford Program. For
questions, call Pat Kennedy at x5122.
Presentation:
September 25 - 4:00 • 5:00 PM • AAC 231
Miscellsceiianeous
&<wk Talk and 6isnitvj at Callows UiU.
Come to the (fallows -LJiLL &ook iitore for a book talk, sign-
ing, and reception far Janet 6iskind, author of Rum an J Axes:
the Rise of a Connecticut Merchant Family. 1795 - 1850.
which chronicles the history of the Watkinson family.
September 2.A - 3O0 PM - fallows jJiLl
Town UaU. ty«sting on Jolt forum PMlcy and free Speech
If you Would like to discuss the new poLicy governing the
Paily Jolt forum (check online) and issues of free speech en
campus come to this Town J-Jall-styLe meeting on Tuesday
night A paneL discussion Witt be moderated by Prof, prank
liirkpatrick and led by Professors Bjin liiener. Pialph
MoreLLi. and Jerry Watts, A discussion Will follow.
6eptember 24 th - JOO PM - Washington Room
(happeofogs
Meet representives from the law schools of
Cornell. Puke. Indiana, hJotre Dame and many others to Lfiarn
about their programs and the application process. The recep-
tion is presented by the Career Services Office.
September 2 6 - 1 2 0 0 - 3 :00 PM - Career Services
University of C^asgow
Curious about study abroad in Scotland? K^eet a repre-
sentative from CJasgoW University on Wednesday. The uni-
versity is Located in a large city near the i>cottish Outdoors.
September 2 5 - 4 0 0 - &.00 PM - Mather UaLl Lobby
Williams - t^yatie Program
Learn about this excellent maritime studies program set in
Mystic 6eaport
6eptember 2 6 -11:00 AM - 1:00 P M - Mather i l a l l
Fall Zen Retreat
Led by Zen Master Soeng Hyang (Barbara
Rhodes), the retreat will take place at the
Chapel on Saturday, September 28th, from
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM. It is offered by the Trinity
Zen Group, Fees are $15 for Trinity students,
$30 for members of the New Haven Zen
Center, and $40 for others. Included will be
both sitting and walking meditation, chanting,
lunch, and interviews with the Zen Master.
Previous experience will be helpful. Please
wear comfortable clothing. For reservations,
call the Chapel at x2012.
JLuncn
Join the language tables for very informal
and casual conversation (all levels are wel-
come) over Lunch at the following times in
Hamlin Hall:
CHINESE: Tuesdays 12:35 PM
FRENCH: Mondays 12:00 PM
GERMAN: Mondays 12:00 PM
HEBREW: Tuesdays 12:40 PM
ITALIAN: Thursdays 12:15 PM
JAPANESE: Wednesdays 12:00 PM
RUSSIAN: Tuesdays 12:00 PM
SPANISH: Thursdays 12:30 PM
Listen to the creative sounds of several talented
performers.
\V«dn<ssday - 6*ptsmbcr 2 5
The Sderek Circus
Come to the Underground Coffeehouse and enjoy the
sounds of this student led band.
Thursday -
CLASSIFIEDS
SeU Break Trips
A L L T U E FUH e A L L T H £
ELXPREAS.
EAT - G>UY '
t / ^ E t TR.IP FOR. EVEJiY 10 PAID
0B. C A i l l ATACTiNe; Vn>J FIEAT
yOU .SELL - WE. COLLtCT
WORLD CLA6A VACATION
1-800-222-4432
# / SprtUu? Bleak
Travel Free
Caribbean, Mexico, Florida, Padre
Free Drinks / Lowest Prices
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsolashtours.com
Attention SfJimf feneaheM.
Travel Free 2003
Get 2 Free Trips /Party w'MTV
www.sunsplashtours.com
l-800-426'7710
Free Delivery
233-8888 OMGWAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue
deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford Monday only!233-8888
t!
$7,00 minimum
for delivery
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Use your charge card
for any delivery...(110,00 mmimum)
Small 12* (8 slices} Thin Cryst • Medium 10" (S slices) Thin Crust * Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small Medium Large Sici l ian
Cheese „.,„„....„. $7.50 $ 9.85 „ $13.00 $13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni „».,,. ;.. ..$9.00 $13.00 $17.00 $18.00
Veggie $10.00 .....„.„. $14.85 .... $17.50 $18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special $11.50 $18.00 $22.00 $22.00
Additional Toppings „ $ .50 $ 1,00 $ 1.50 ,.,, ..... $ 150
TOPPINGS: Pepperm Sausage, Meaitall, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, WWSe. Extra Cheese, Bacon, (Xm$, firoccoSi, Hantepr, Eggplant, Fresh Garttc, Tomatoes aid Hara.
HEBOES (Hot or Cold)
wiih your choice of lettuce^ tomato, onions, peppers, ofees, mushrooms,
mayo, B8Q sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
Philly Cheese Steak .- ..,.,. $5,50
Philly Cheese SteakwiBaeon <., $6.25
Philly Cheese Steak wiExtra Steak ..$7.45
Chicken Parmigiana $5.15
6ggp\9n\,Parm\g^na $5.15
Meatball Parmigiana $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese .....$5.40
Ham & Cheese ..«.,„, „„... .55.15
Turkey & Cheese * ..<««...,...„.,..,..•.•,..; $5.15
Tuna & Cheese ,.... ,. $5.15
Veggie & Cheese $4,50
Pepperoni & Cheese ,....,.,....„«„ $5.40
Salami & Cheese..., .„.„.,.. §4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese..... ; $5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese... ., $6.00
BLT& Cheese ...$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese.,..»., $4:90
DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/eheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
Ail prices do not include tax.
CANZONES
Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed wift f t o t ta , Mozzarelte and Parmesan
cheeses Mended with your choice of ffllrsg and a side cup of marinara sauce.
Calzone. $4,90
each additional filling „. $ ,50
APPETIZERS
Buffalo Tenders (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide) (12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers $6.00
Mozzareiia Sticks (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings ,...$3.20
French Fries - .....$2.85
Cheese Fries .„.„.....; ..„;..• $3.70
Fried Dough,. (8) for $2.50
Breadsticks , (8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread , „.. $1.85
Garlic Bread, w/cheese - $2.40
Chips $.50
SALADS
Tossed Safad $4.05
Antipasto Salad ,...„...,.. ........:..„..„„.. , $5,75
Tuna Salad ................$5.75
Extra Dressing $ .50
DRESSINGS: Ranch. Blue Cheese. Kalian, Rat Free itaiian
DESSERTS •
Triple Chocolate Cake.. $3.25
S O D A S ( o n e l i t e r ) $1.60 ( t w o l i t e r ) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea Coke, Sprite, Grape, Grange
i Order of FRIED DOUGH gFREE Order of GARLIC BREAD j
With Any Pizza Order g with Any Medium Pizza Order §
S,',,Mu3t pteaenl coupon - Coupon cannot b* combined,
" :Muai msntlon coupon before ordering S
^
Musi present coupon • Coupon cannot bo combined.
Must mention coupon bofora ordering
t:\ $2«50OFF
I'-" ' Any Large Pizza
I•'-,' Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
« : ' ' ; . Must m«rtion coupon belor* ordering
I
I
I
I
$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot t» combined. I
Must mention coupon before ortterinfl
$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizxa
Must prasenl coupon - Coupon cunnot be combined.
Mu&i mention coupon bolero ordering
M J mm mm am mm mm mm mm mm mat vma mm mm mm 8km
Large Cheese Pizza $7.00
with purchase of any
Large Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be eombirw},
Mual m&ntlon coupon b«(oro ordering J
J •
SFPTFMREK
- T H F T P I N T T Y TRIPPF?
SHAKi BARWi
The tntramural insider $cours the campus each week
to find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramu-
ral sports. This week the Intramural Insider ran into
Martin Grzyb '05
Intramural Insider: "Martin, your intramural
soccer team was forced to forfeit its season
opener this past weekend when Ramon Belt '05
slept through the team's game. What type of
disciplinary action is the team taking against
Ramon???"
Martin Grzyb '05: "Come on man, we ain't
gonna do nothin' to him. Everybody knows the
poor kid's got problems. I mean how can you
expect a kid to get up durin' the week when he
can't get it up on the weekend."
Take the practice
LSATtest
with
The Princeton Review!
Saturday, September 28
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
McCookl02
You must RSVP to attend!
Log in to Trinity Recruiting at
http:// trincoll.erecruiting.com,
Click on Calendar
Click on the event
RSVP to attend
Deadline to RSVP is
Thursday, September 26!!!
Rasper's Sports Corner
A Weekly Column by Dan Kasper'03
Baseball Gives Way to Football in Early Fall
Autumn is upon us once again, and
while September might be all about leaves
changing color and temperatures finally
dipping below 90 degrees, to the sports fan
its all about the start of football and the end
of baseball's regular season.
This fall, the half of Trinity that comes
from Massachusetts is so relieved that the
Pats are off to a 3 and 0 start, using football
to softens the blow of another World
Series-less season for the Sox. How does a
team with two twenty game winners, and
bats like Nomar, Manny, and Cliff Floyd,
play out the last month of the season with
essentially no chance of even making the
wild card?
With all the speculation surrounding
Grady Little's job security, 1 think most of
and Tom Glavine and Greg Maddux of the
Atlanta Braves.
Year in and year out any one of these
guys could be a Cy Young winner, but this
year I think its got to go to the Big Unit.
Johnson deserves it for a handful of rea-
sons: first off he doesn't rock that mullet
look anymore (so he's got that going for
him...which is nice), he's got 23 wins, an
ERA of 2.40, 326 strikeouts, and opponents
are batting .210 against him.
In the AL it gets even tougher to choose
a Cy Young winner. It could go to Pedro
Martinez once again, he's got 20 wins, a
2.26 ERA, 239 strikeouts, the league is bat-
ting .198 against him, and he's been the
most dominating pitcher in baseball over
the last half-decade. The sentimental
"DidI say Darth Vadar and the Evil Empire? I'm
sorry, I meant Steinbrenner and the Yankees."
the Red Sox nation is hoping to have
Patriots offensive coordinator Charlie Weis
in the dugout next spring.
On the other side of Trinity's sports
allegiances, New Yorkers can't be expect-
ing much out of their professional football
franchises this season, while Darth Vader
and the evil empire gear up for another
playoff run. Did I say Darth Vader and the
evil empire? I'm sorry I meant
Steinbrenner and the Yankees.
No matter where you fall in the whole
Boston-New York sports rivalry, believe it
or not there are even more important issues
to debate this fall than who is prettier: Tom
Brady or Derek Jeter. I'm talking about
Major League Baseball's individual hard-
ware: MVP, Cy Young, Gold Gloves, etc.
While some players seem to be locks for
certain awards, this season offers a lot of
tough competition for some of the other
trophies.
I'll start with the National League
MVP, after dropping 73 long balls last sea-
son, Bonds is baaing .370 this year, that's
.27 points higher than anyone else in base-
ball. With an on base percentage of .581,
Bonds has got to be considered a shoe-in
for NL MVP.
The American League MVP isn't quite
so easy. You've got A-Rod who was cer-
tainly the best player in the AL statistically
this year, but you can't give the MVP to a
guy who's team is 16 games under .500.
Alfonso Soriano is another strong candi-
favorite has got to be Pedro's teammate
Derek Lowe, who has bounced back from a
terrible 2001 in the bullpen to be one of the
league's best starters in 2002. Lowe's got a
2.45 ERA, he's won 21 games, and he's
pitched almost twice as many innings this
season as he ever had in any previous sea-
son.
Despite these strong performances for
a non-playoff bound team, Barry Zito's
performance for the A's gets my vote for
Cy Young, and I'm talking 23 years young.
This kid's got 22 wins, a 2.74 ERA, and a
curveball that drops off the table. With
Zito, Hudson, Mulder, and Lidle, the A's
rotation should be a force to be reckoned
with in the playoffs.
In my opinion the manager of the year
in the National League should go to an old
standard. Tony La Russa has the longest
standing tenure of any manager or head
coach in professional sports; this is because
he's been winning for a long time. The way
he's won this year may be his biggest
accomplishment yet. La Russa inspired the
St. Louis Cardinals to win the NL Central
this season despite losing longtime broad-
caster Jack Buck, and pitching ace Darryl
Kyle within a week of each other earlier
this season.
Although La.Russa's managerial per-
formance outdoes anyone else's as far as
I'm concerned, they still have to give the
award in the American League. Mike
Scioscia of the surprising Anaheim Angels
"In my opinion, the manager of the year in the
National League should go to an old standard... Tony
La Russa."
date for AL MVP. In only his second sea-
son in the bigs, Soriano has hit 40 home
runs and has 40 stolen bases to go with his
100 RBIs and .300 plus average. While
Soriano has led the Bronx bombers to
another postseason, his 150 strikeouts and
.315 on base percentage just doesn't cut it
for a leadoff hitter in this league, look for
Torre to move Jeter back to the leadoff spot
next season.
While his stats might not be as impres-
sive as some of the other candidates,
Miguel Tejada is my choice for MVP.
Tejada will hit over .300, drop over 30
bombs, and drive in 130 runs this season, in
a lineup that doesn't surround him with the
same kind of firepower our previous candi-
dates have .the benefit of. More important-
ly, Tejada has come up with big hits time
and time again to help the A's win in the
last few weeks as they try to clinch the AL
West.
Next I'll move on to the National
League Cy Young award. There are four
pitchers from two teams that stick out in
my mind: Randy Johnson and Curt
Schilling of the Arizona Diamondbacks
is the favorite for this award. Scioscia has
led a team with no apparent star power to
close to 100 wins.
Despite Anaheim's impressive season,
I've got to give my vote to Minnesota man-
ager Ron Gardenhire. Ignoring Bud Selig's
efforts to contract the team this season,
Gardenhire's Twins ran away with the AL
Central. In addition, Gardenhire was given
the daunting task of following in Tom
Kelly's footsteps after he retired this off-
season.
I don't have any predictions for this
year's gold glove awards because they
always seem to give it to the same guys.
But, if 9-time recipient Cleveland shortstop
Omar Vizquel wins his tenth consecutive
it'll be a crying shame. Baltimore shortstop
Mike Bordick broke the major league
record for most consecutive errorless
games by a shortstop this season, and while
he might not be as. flashy as Vizquel, the
numbers speak for themselves and he
should win the gold glove.
As far as the Rolaid's reliever of the
year goes...weil it's named after anti-acid
so I'll dismiss the award altogether.
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Golf Team Opens Season
With Strong Performance-
EAMONN BROWN
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity Men's Golf Team gave
their strongest performance ever at the
Williams Invitational at the 'laconic Go!f
Club this past weekend. The tournament
was ctit short a day on account or' Saturday
night's heavy rains.
The Bantams placed 14th in a field of
23 teams. They were ied by Senior co-
Captain Matthew Greason and Andrew
Eastmari '04, who both shot team-low
rounds of 75. The two tied with several
others for 28th place overall.
The other three Trinity team members
in the tournament also scored well. Jay
Pulaski '05 shot a 78. Peter Munsill '04
shot an 80, while Jon Mariis '03 shot an 82.
The total single round score for the
team was 308. This is the best single round
score in Trinity Golf history.
Trinity's performance at the Williams
Invitational is a great sign. The Bantams
finished better than several NESCAC
teams including Amherst, Hamilton, and
. Wes'leyan. The only two NESCAC teams
to top Trinity were Middlebury and
' Williams, '
According to Greason, the team has
serious intentions of placing in the top
three in the NESCAC this season.
WWWTRINCOLLeDU
The golf team looks to place in
the top three in the NESCAC.
"Our performance.,.is a great sign going into the
season and...the NESCAC tournament." -Matt Greason
"Our performance at Williams is a
great sign going into the season, and espe-
cially into the NESCAC tournament," stat-
ed Greason, 'The golf team has a great
future ahead."
Greason spoke not only to the immedi-
ate future, but also to the face that the team
plans to be strong for seasons to come. The
Trinity golf team is only graduating one
playerat the end of this year, ensuring the
return and improvement of strong talent.
Soccer Teams Combine
Talent and Teamwork
continued from page 24
Morgan Sandell '03. Sandell is constant
scoring threat who leads the attack at the
striker position alongside John Ziadie '05.
Zoppi controls the midfield with Freshman
standout Schilling, and Flakes runs the
defense. ,
"We are one of the top teams in the NESCAC."
Courtney Stewart '03
This senior core is supported by plenti-
ful young talent led by Schilling at the cen-
ter-midfield position.
Impressive performances off the bench
were given by Jeffrey Hodge '06 and
Ramon Bell '05. Bell's impressive ball
handling skills in the late minutes kept the
crowd excited until the end of the game,
despite the lopsided score.
The Trinity men's soccer team looks
ahead to a tough game against Williams on
Saturday. One good sign is that the Ephs of
Williams lost their match to Bowdoin this
past weekend.
****************************
Like their male counterparts, the
Trinity women's' soccer team dominated
the White Owls on Saturday; The final
score was 5-0. Sunday's loss, however,
ended the Bantam's unbeaten streak. Their
record is now 3-1-1 overall and 1-1-1 in the
NESCAC.
On Saturday, Courtney Doyle '04
scored two goals and assisted two others in
the victory over Colby. What's more,
Doyle's seemingly unstoppable offensive
threat came as a result of successful runs
from the defensive position of left fullback,
Also contributing goals were forwards
Lindsay Aquilina '04, Leah Felis '05, and
Nicole Mauger '05. The Bantams outshot
the Owls 41-11.
In the backfield with Doyle, standout
performances were given by goalkeepers
Brenna Shields '05, and Katherine
Mahoney '05 who recorded 5 arid 2 saves
respectively, and combined for the shutout.
Sarah Thede '06, who played right full-
back exceptionally well on Saturday, was a
sign of things to come from the young tal-
ent of up and coming freshmen on the
team.
Sunday's game against the Bobcats of
Bates proved to be more of a challenge.
The Bantams fell by a score of 3-1.
Mauger scored Trinity's only goal of the
match and Shields saved 6, despite giving
up 3. Bate outshot Trinity 20-16.
Nonetheless, the team views the week-
end as an overall success. According to the
players, a major factor in Sunday's loss
was fatigue as a result of the team's all-out
effort against Colby the previous day.
They plan to take the loss in stride and
not let it destroy their momentum as they
face a series of tough NESCAC
Conference opponents in the weeks to
come.
"This is the best overall team that I
have been a part of in my four years at
Trinity," said Senior Captain Courtney
Stewart, "We are one of the top teams in
the NESCAC."
That being said, the Trinity girls soccer
squad plans to not only qualify for the
NESCAC tournament this year, but also to
make a strong showing there.
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Tennis Falls to Williams
Tennis is having a great season despite tough loss to Ephs. F1LC PHOTO
r
JARRED ALEXANDROV
SPORTS WRITER
Even though it was family weekend
here at Trinity, not all of Trinity's family
was here on Saturday. As the men's tennis
team was occupying the courts for the first
time this year, the women's team took a trip
to Williams College. This trip was not only
a return to assistant coach Jasmine
Bradley's former school, but also a chance
to get back on track for the team after a dis-
appointing loss last week at Amherst.
With dominating wins by Diana
Goldman, Diana Dreyfus, and Courtney
Sargeant, in the first contest of the year
against Connecticut College, the hope was
that they could inflict their domination on
perennial powerhouse Amherst. Amherst
was ready, however, and sent the Trinity
girlihomewiUvashutout. Amherst's top
players Kristen Raverta, Rachel Holt, and
Tristan Hedrick all played with precision
and won convincingly.
At Williams, Saturday, the women had
trouble getting back on track, losing to
another tough rival. In fact, Williams is one
of the nation's best Division III women's
tennis teams. The team ended up losing the
contest, 7-2, but not everyone was down.
Captain, Karen Huebner said after the
match that proving they could win two
matches against the nations best was, "real-
ly good and a big deal for our team."
Karen and her doubles partner Dianna
Goldman won their match, as did singles
player Diana Dreyfus. Captain Courtney
Sargent said, "Karen's team played really
good. Just another sign that our doubles is
improving." The next match for the women
is back home against Wesleyan on
September 25th.
SENIORS!!!
this ntav be vour LAST CHANGE
to Practice your Interview Skills
this semester!!!
Here's your chance to practice your
interviewing skills BEFORE the
JOB RECRUITING CONSORTIUMS
begin !!!
Career Services is sponsoring
PRACTICE INTERVIEWS
on
Monday, September 30
Tbesday, October 1
Wednesday, October 2
from
6:00 PM to 8:30PM
The interviews occur in Vi hour increments and we
suggest that you bring a videotape so you can really see
- what you look like. Business dress is required!
To participate in this program, log into
Trinity Recruiting at http://trincoll.erecruiting.com,
click on the date you want, and sign up to RSVP.
Drop off your resume in Career Services, and contact
Ellen Gagnon at ext. 2082 to reserve
your preferred time slot by FRIDAY, 9/27.
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Field Hockey Struggles
To Come Up With Win
EAMONN BROWN
SPORTS EDITOR
It was a rough weekend for the Trinity
College field hockey team as they lost both
of their games to strong NESCAC oppo-
nents. The two losses bring the Bantam's
record to 0-3 in the conference and 0-5
overall this season.
Despite the loss, Saturday's match
against Colby certainly added to the athlet-
ic excitement of Parent's Weekend. Trinity
held the White Mules of Colby to a 0-0
draw for all of regulation time.
In overtime, however, Colby's Wendy
Bonner scored the game winning goal 6
minutes and 17 seconds into the sudden
death period. The win brings Colby's
record to 2-0 in the NESCAC and 4-0 over-
all.
Overall, the game on Saturday was a
battle of the defenses. Both offenses com-
bined for a total of only 11 shots, as Trinity
attempted 6 shots and Colby shot 5 times.
At the foundation of Trinity's defense was
goalie Gwen Gillespie '04, who had five
saves on the day and was a solid presence
in goal
On Sunday, the Bantams faced the
Bobcats of Bates. This match proved to be
more one sided as Trinity lost by a score of
only Bantam goal of the game.
Despite their tough losses this week-
end and the obvious strength of NESCAC
opponents this season, the team is very
optimistic about the rest of the season.
According to Hoppock, the Bantams still
have a realistic chance of making a strong
postseason showing.
"We have only played three of the eight
teams in the NESCAC, and in this confer-
ence, any team can beat any other on any
given day," said Hoppock.
That being said, Trinity still has a long
season ahead of them with plenty of
chances to establish themselves as a force
to be reckoned with.
Although the Bantams record does not
attest to their strength, players know that
they have a lot going for them.
"We are a talented team, with as much
skill as anyone in the NESCAC. All we
need to do now is fit the pieces together,"
continued Hoppock.
According to their Captain, this will be
made much easier by the fact that there is a
very cohesive team dynamic. There appear
to be no superstars on the squad, but the
overall talent is obvious.
States Hoppock, "All of the players on
the team are great friends, and we all work
extremely hard. We have all of elements of
"We are a skilled team with as much talent as any-
one in the NESCAC"
6-1. Bates dominated the first half and net-
ted 4 goals in the process. In the second
half, forward Lori Jessup added the last
two goal to Bates' tally.
The Bantams appeared to come out
flat, especially in the beginning of the
game, perhaps due to fatigue from
Saturday's nail-biter against Colby.
Despite being dominated for most of the
match and being out-shot 15-7, Trinity
saved face towards the final half of the sec-
ond period.
Goalie Courtney Bergh '06, who had 7
saves on the day, held the Bobcats scoreless
for the final 16 minutes of the match. Then,
with 14 minutes and 45 seconds remaining,
Captain Susan Hoppock '03 scored the
a winning team and we're sure the pieces
will start coming together very soon."
Despite a tough start, Bantam fans
should not be discouraged, because the
team is not discouraged. In fact, they seem
sure that they can and will turn things
around for the games to come. Fans and
players alike are all hoping that the talent,
skill and experience of the field hockey
players does not go to waste.
On a related note, the Bantam's field
hockey team is extremely excited about the
new field that was recently completed for
them. According to the players, it is both
unique and exceptional that a school would
build such a facility dedicated entirely to
women's sports.
Trinity field hockey hopes to make their first season WWJRINCOLLCDU
on their new field a winning one.
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Football Tackles Colby In Season Opener
Bantams Take it to White Mules in 17-10 Victory
SHANE EARLY
SPORTS EDITOR
The football learn started off their sea-
son on a winning note this past weekend.
Led by the two touchdown effort of tail-
back Tom Pierandri '04, the Banfams came
away with 17-10 victory over the White
Mules of Colby.
"We played well as a team," said senior
captain Dave Rooney. "We showed good
depth and got strong performances from a
lot of different people."
After, a scoreless first quarter, Trinity
jumped ahead 7-0 at 13:18 of the second
quarter. Defensive lineman Chris
MacNamara '05 recovered a fumble on the
Colby thirteen-yard line and Trinity quick-
ly capitalized on the mistake, as Pierandri
scampered into end zone on the. very next
play.
Trinity's good fortune continued as on
the ensuing kick-off, a poorly struck kick
by Skip Sullivan '03 was recovered by the
Bantams. A hustling Sullivan, who had just
knocked home the extra point, sprinted
Trin dominated Colby
with the running game.
FILC PHOTO
down the field and recovered his own kick.
Nine plays later Sullivan was called on to
try a 32-yard field goal. The senior place
kicker sent the kick through the uprights
and extended Trinity's lead to 10-0
Neither team was able to put any further
points on the board and the first half ended
with the Bantams leading" 10-0.
In the second half with Colby driving
Trinity's defense made one of the day's key
stands. The White Mules drove the ball
deep into Trinity territory and had the ball
first and goal inside the five-yard line.
Trinity's defensive front stepped up to the
.challenge, however, forcing Colby to kick
a 23-yard field goal.
With the score now 10-3, Trinity
opened up some breathing room. The
Bantams scored on an 86-yard touchdown
drive. The drive was highlighted by a 49-
yard strike from Greg Ward '03 to Bradley
Soules '05 and capped off by a four-yaid
Pierandri touchdown run.
With 7:04 left in the game Colby once
again tightened things up, as White Mules
scored their only touchdown of the day
making the score 17-10.
The Trinity offense then took over,
driving the ball down the field and eating
up clock the offensive unit sealed Trinity's
victory. Trinity held the ball until the
game's final minute, giving Colby no real
chance at tying the game.
Offensively Trinity's backfield duo ot
Pierandri and Brian Fabrizio led the way
- The two combined for 129 yards on the
day. Fabrizio also added a 26-yard recep-
tion, while Pierandri hauled in two passes
for nineteen yards.
Ward went 11-17 on the day with 177
yards passing and no touchdowns or intet-
ceptions. Trinity's passing game displayed
big play potential as Soules, Fabrizio, Sean
Clare '05, and Jake Sexton '04 all made 20-
yard plus receptions.
Defensively Trinity was led by Matt
Glasz '04, who had a team-high six tackles
to go along with two pass break ups, and
MacNamara, who in addition to his key
fumble recovery had five tackles and a
sack. The Bantam defense, particularly the
Runningback Thomas Pierandri '04 eludes defend- WWWTRINCOLL£DU
defensive line and linebackers, stepped up The defending league champs are coming
their play Trinity held Colby to 39 yards off a dominating 38-7 win over Bowdoin.
rushing an 31 carries. A victory this week would go a long way
Trinity will now face a key test, as the towards establishing Trinity as the
team travels to Williams this coming week. NESCAC power its hopes to become.
Bantam Soccer Makes Strong Weekend Showing
Men's and Women's Soccer Shut Out Colby on Saturday; Women Lose Second Game of Double Header
EAMONN BROWN
Goalie Brenna Shields '05 made key saves al! weekend and FILC PHOTO
helped to shut out Colby on Saturday,
SPORTS EDITOR
The Men's and Women's soccer teams
made strong showings in their games over
parent's weekend. Both teams recorded
strong victories over Colby on Saturday.
The women had an additional game on
Sunday which handed them their first loss
of the season.
On Saturday, the men dominated
Colby in a 4-0 victory. The win gives the
team a 2-1-1 overall record on the season
as they remain undefeated in the NESCAC
with a conference record of 2-0-1.
John Klaus '04 scored both of Trinity's
first half goals. In the second half, Tim
Cross '04 scored on a brilliant cross from
Alan Schilling '06. Then, Captain Peter
Zoppi '03 scored the fourth by returning a
rebound into the back of the net. .
While the offense successfully demor-
alized the White Owls of Colby, the Trinity
defense ensured that, their opponents
gained no momentum and saved none of
their dignity. The defensive efforts of goal-
keeper Michael Doherty '04 equaled the
striking power of Klaus at the attack.
Furthermore, from the sweeper position
Captain Phillip Flakes '03 led the defense
in shutting out Colby. More importantly,
the Trinity defense played a pivotal role in
the attack with their strong, and often dan-,
gerous, runs from the backfield.
The Owls made their situation even
worse with a series of unsportsmanlike
plays and downright dirty fouls in the sec-
ond half especially. Although many in the
stands thought that the referee missed sev-
eral glaring penalties, it was evident that on
numerous occasions the Colby players
maliciously tripped and pushed Bantams
with no intention of going for the ball.
One particular incident which was par-
ticularly disturbing to fans was the grab-
bing of a Trinity player' jersey in order to
prevent him from scoring on a breakaway
where the ball sailed over the Colby keep-
er's head. In the end, all of Colby's tactics
were to no avail, as they created few, if any,
legitimate goal scoring opportunities.
Senior Captain Phillip Flakes was
proud of his team and excited about the win
and it's implications for the rest of the sea-
son.
"We are a very talented group of play-
ers and we are now learning to come
together into a very impressive team,"
commented Flakes.
The team has a.strong core of returning
players led by Captains Flakes, Zoppi, and
see SOCCER on page 22
